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Modern Nondemocratic Regimes

Drn,o.oorlc transition and consolidation involve the movement from a
nondemocratic to a democratic regime. However, specific polities may vary im-
mensely in the paths available for transition and the unfinished rasks the new de-
mocracy must face before it is consolidated. Our central endeavor in the next two
chapters is to show how and why much-though of course not all-of such vari-
ation can be explained by prior regime type.

For over a quarter of a century the dominant conceptual framework amons
analysts interested in classiffing the different political systems in the world has
been the tripartite distinction between democratic, authoritarian, and totalitar-
ian regimes. New paradigms emerge because they help analysts see commonali-
ties and implications they had previously overlooked. When Juan Linz wrote his
1964 article'An Authoritarian Regime: Spain," he wanted to call attention to the
fact that between what then were seen as the two major stable political poles-the
democratic pole and the totalitarian pole-there existed a form of polity that had
its own internal logic and was a steady regime type. Though this type was non-
democratic, Linz argued that it was fundamentally different from a totalitarian
regime on four key dimensions-pluralism, ideology, leadership, and mobiliza-
tion. This was of course what he termed an authoritarian regime. He defined them
as: "political systems with limited, not responsible, political pluralism, without

elaborate and guiding ideology, but with distinctive mentalities, without exten-
sive nor intensive political mobilization, except at some points in their deveiop-
ment, and in which a leader or occasionally a small group exercises power within

formally ill-defined limits but actually quite predictable ones."1
In the r96os, as analysts attempted to construct categories with which to cor.l.l-

pare and contrast all the systems in the world, the authoritarian category proved

useful. As the new paradigm took hold among comparativists, two somewhat sur-

prising conclusions emerged. First, it became increasingly apParent that more

regimes were "authoritarian" than were "totalitarian" or "democratic" combined.2

t. Juan J. Linz, "An Authoritarian Regime: The Case of Spain," in Erik Allardt and Yrj0 Littunen, eds '

Clettvages, ldeologies and Party Systems (Helsinki: 'fransactions of the Westermarck Society, r96 il, z9r-342.
Reprinied in Erik Allardt and Stein Rokkan, eds., L'fdss Politic,jr Studies in Political SociologT (New York: Free
Press, rgTo),251 81,374-81. Page citations will refer to the r97o volume' The definition is found on :55

z. See, for example, the data contained in footnotes 4 and 5 in this chapter'

Authoritarian-regimes.were 
thus the modal category of regime type in the moder'r

^-r,{ second, autnorttarian regimes were not necessarily in transition to a differ-
*"-'li"lr 

reeime. As Linz's studies of Spain in the rgtos and early r96os showed,

iljl1.,t* it.i"nctiue dimensions of an authoritarian regime-limited pluralism,

]jllrr""ft",*-ewhat constrained leadership, and weak mobilization-could cohere

i.]'. 
" 

r""i, o.riod as a reinforcing and integrated system that was relatively stable'3
t"'fu'"i"ogi.s 

rise or fall according to their analytic usefulness to researchers. In

^,,, i,iJnri."t, the existing tripartite regime classification has not only become
v v -  ,

[r, ,*Af to democratic theorists and practitioners than it once was' it has also

;;; ^" obstacle. Part of the case for typology change proceeds from the im-

;;.;;i;"r of the empirical universe we need to analyze. Very roughly, if we were

ioo-1|;g at rhe worldof the mid-r98os, how many countries could conceivably be

auUaa 
;aa-ocracies" of ten years' duration? And how many countries were very

.ior" a the totalitarian pole for that entire period? Answers have, of course' an in-

i.r.",ry subjective dimension, particularly as regards the evaluation of the evi-

d.n.. us.d to classif' countries along the different criteria used in the typology'

Fortunately, however, two independently organized studies attempt to measure

most of the countries in the world as to their political rights and civil liberties.a

The criteria used in the studies are explicit, and there is a very high degree of

agreement in the results. If we use these studies and the traditional tripartite

regime type distinction' it turns out that more than 90 percent of modern non-

democratic regimes would have to share the same typological space-"author-

itarian."s Obviously, with so many heterogeneous countries sharing the same

3. See luan i. Linz, "From Falange to Nlovimiento-Organizacion: The Spanish Single Party and the

Franco Regime, 1936-rg68," in Samue'i P Huntington and Clement FI. Moore, eds., Autfuo ritarian Politics itr

Modern Siciety: The Dynamics ol' Established One-Party Systens (New York: Basic Books' r97o), 128-203.

Also see Linz,lOpposition in an j under an i\uthoritarian Regime: The Case of Spain," in Robert A' Dahl'

ed., Regimes and ()ppositions (New Haven: \hle University Press, t91), r7r-259.

4. One effort *as by Michael Coppedge and Wolfgang Reinicke, who attenlpted to operationalize the
eight "institutional gua,artees" tnat ifoUeit Dahl argued rvere required for a polyarchy. Thev assigned val-
ues to 137 countries-on a polyarchy scale, based on their assessment of political conditions as of mid-r985.
The results are available in'A l.leasure of Polyarchy," paper prepared for the Conference on Measuring De-
mocracy, Hoover Institution, Stanford University, May 2Z-28, 1988; and their'A Scale of Polyarchy," in Ray-
mond D. Gastil, ed.. Freedom in the World: Political Risltts and Civil Liberties, 1987-1988 (New York: Free-
dom House, r99o), ror-28. Roberl A. Dahl's seminal tlis ussit>n of the "institutional guarantees" needed tirr
polyarchy is found in Dahl, Polyarchy: Participation and Oppositittn (New Haven: Yale University Press,
r9n ), r_r6.

- The other major eftort to operationalize a scale of dernocracy is the annual Freedom House evaluation
ofvirtually all rhe counrries ofihe world. The advisor,v panel has included in recent years such scholars as
Seymour Martin Lipset, Giovanni Sartori, and Lucian W. Pye. The value they assigned on their scale for
each year from 1978-1987 can be ibund in Gastll, Freetlom in the World, 54-05.

^ 5.  We arr ive at  th is conclusion in the fo l lou, ing fashion.  The annur l  survey c()ordinated bv Raymond D.
castil employs a 7-point scale of the political riglts and civil liberties dirnensions of democracy. with the
help of a panet of riholnrr, Gastil, from rgZB to i982, classified annually 167 coutrtries on this scale. For our
Purposes ifwe call the universe of democracies those countries that from 1978 to 1982 never received a score
ol lower than :. on the Gastil scale for political rights and 3 for civil liberty, we come up with 4z countries.
r hls is very close to the number of countries that Coppedge and Reinicke classify as "full polyarchies" in
rheir independent study of the year 1985. Since our intercst is in hou' countries become denrocracies rve will
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typological "starting place," this typology of regime type cannot tell us much
about the extremely significant range of variation in possible transition paths and
consolidation tasks that we believe in fact exists. Our purpose in the rest of this
chapter is to reformulate the tripartite paradigm of regime type so as to make it
nrore helpful in the analysis of trnnsition paths and consolidation fasks. We pro-
pose therefore a revised typology, consisting of "democratic," "authoritarian," "to-

talitarian," "post-totalitarian," and "sultanistic" regimes.

DsN, {ocRecy

To start with the democratic type of regime, there are of course significant
variations within democracy. However, we believe that such important categories
as "consociational democracy" and "majoritarian democracy" are subtypes of de-
mocracy and not different regime types.6 Democracy as a regime type seems to
us to be of sufficient value to be retained and not to need further elaboration at
this point in the book.

I O T A I - I T A R  I A N I S M

We also believe that the concept of a totalitarian regime as an ideai type, witir
some close historical approximations, has enduring value. If a regime has elimi-
nated almost all pre-existing political, economic, and social pluralism, has a uni-
fied, articulated, guiding, utopian ideology, has intensive and extensive mobiliza-
tion, and has a leadership that rules, often charismatically, with undefined limits
and great unpredictability and vulnerability for elites and nonelites alike, then it
seems to us that it sti l l  makes historical and conceptual sense to call this a regime
with strong totalitarian tendencies.

If we accept the continued conceptual utility of the democratic and totalitar-
ian regime types, the area in which further typological revision is needed con-
cerns the regimes that are clearly neither democratic nor totalitarian. By the earl,v

exclude those 4z countries from our universe of analysis. This rvould leave us with rr5 countries in the unt-
verse we want to explore.

Ifwe then decide to call long-standing "totalitarian" regimes those regimes that received the lowest pos-
sible score on political rights and civil liberties on the Gastil scale for each year in the r978-r987 period. ne

would have a total of nine countries that fall into the totalitarian classification. Thus, ifone used the tratli-
tional typology, the Gastil scale would inpll' that rr6 of r:5 countries, or 92.8 percent of the universe under
analysis, would have to be placed in the sanre typological space. See Gastll, Freedonr in the Wsrld, 54-65

6. For discussions of variations within democracy, see Arendt Lijphart, Denrocracies: Patterns of Ma'
joritaritttt and Consensus Governnrent it1 Tweilty-one Countries (Nerv Haven: Yale University Press,19{t4)'
esp. r-36; Philippc C. Schmitter and Terrv Lynn Karl, "What f)enl(rcr.1.)' [s . . . aud Is Not," /orrrnal oJ Dc-
mocricy 2., no. z (Summer 1991): Z5-88i anrl Juan J. Linz, "Change and Continuity in the Nature of Con-
temporary Democracies," in Gary Marks and Larry Diamond, eds., Reexamining Democracy (Newbur)'
Park, N.J.: Sage Publications, r99z), t8z-2o7.

Modern Nondemocratic Reqimes

rogos, the number of countries that were clearly totalitarian or were attempting
'ri"rir^tsuch 

regimes had in fact been declining for some time' As many Soviet-

]l* ,.ni..r began to change after Stalin's death in 1953, they no longer con-

Zi*,"[r the totalitarian model, as research showed. This change created con-

ll"r""f confusion. Some scholars argued that the totalitarian category itself was

;rt;; Others wanted to call post-Stalinist regimes authoritarian. Neither of

,i.r. "pp."".hes 
seems to us fully satisfactory' Empirically, of course, most of the

i""i"-ii,p, systems in the r98os were not totalitarian. However, the "Soviet type"

,.*-*, with the exception of Poland (see chap. rz), could not be understood in

it Zi, airt in.t iveness by including them in the category of an authoritarian regime.

The literature on Soviet-type regimes correctly drew attention to regime char-

acteristics that were no longer totalitarian and opened up promising new studies

of poliry-making. One of these perspectives was "institutional pluralism."T How-

eu.r, in our judgment, to call these post-stalinist politie s pluralistic missed some

extremely important features that could hardly be called pluralistic. Pluralist

democratic theory, especially the "group theory" variant explored by such writers

as Arthur Bentley and David Truman, starts with individuals in civil society who

enter into numerous freely formed interest groups that are relatively autonomous

and often criss-crossing. The many groups in civil society attempt to aggregate

their interests and compete against each other in political society to influence

state policies. However, the "institutional pluralism" that some writers discerned

in the Soviet Union was radically different, in that almost all the pluralistic con-

flict occurred in regime-created organizations within the party-state itself. Con-

ceptually, therefore, this form of competition and conflict is actually cioser to
what political theorists call bureaucratic politics than it is to pluralistic politics.s

Rather than forcing these Soviet-type regimes into the existing typology of to-
talitarian, authoritarian, and democratic regimes, we believe we should expand
that typology by explicating a distinctive regime type that we will call post-totali-
tarian.e Methodologically, we believe this category is justified because on each of
the four dimensions of regime type-pluralism, ideology, leadership, and mobi-

, 7'The strongest advocate of an institutional pluralist perspective for the analysis of Soviet politics was
ferry F. Hough,ispecially in his The Soviet Llnion anti Sicial'Science Theory (Cambridge, N1:rss.: Harvard
unrversity press, r977).
,,., t'Th" pioneering critique of the institutional pluralist approach to Soviet politics is Archie Brown,

^vturalism, Power an"d the ioviet Political System: A Comparaiiue Perspective," in Susan Gross Solomon,
eo" Pluralkm in the Soviet Uriion (London: Macmillan, rq83), 61-lo/. A useful review of the literature, with

il::ltt:" to authors such as Gordon Skilling, Archie llrown, and Jeiry Hough, is found in Gabriel Almond

)ltjn,h"* Roselle), "Model-Fitting in Corimunism Srudies," in his'A Disciptine Divided: Schools and Sectstn Politicalscience (Newbury park, balif.: Sage publications,tggo),1s7-72.

o^,-?' luln Linz, in his "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes," in Fred I. Greenstein and Nelson WrorsbY,eds.,Handbookof 
Politicalscience (Reading,Mass.:Aidison-WesleyPublishingCo.,tgT5),3:t75-4tr,

::,'1,t$ what he called "post-totalitarian authoritarian regimes," see i36-to. Here, with our tbcus on the

;;::i?t" paths to demociaric transition and the tasks of democratic consolidation, it seems to both of us

il:lil,Til." .,:tl.to 
trear post-totalitarian regimes not as a subtype of authoritarianism, but as an ideal

I
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Theoretical Overview

lization-there can be a post-totalitarian ideal type that is different from a totali-
tarian, authoritarian, or democratic ideal type. Later in this chapter we will also re-
articulate the argument for considering sultanism as a separate ideal-type regime. ro

To state our argument in bold terms, we first present a schematic presentation

of how the five ideal-type regimes we propose-democratic, totalitarian, post-

totalitarian, authoritarian, and sultanistic-differ from each other on each one of
the four constituent characteristics of regime type (table 3.r). In the following

chapter we make explicit what we believe are the implications of each regime type
for democratic transition paths and the tasks of democratic consolidation.

P o s r - T r l r e  L r  r A  R  I  A  N  I  s M

Our task here is to explore how, on each of the four dimensions of regime type,
post-totalitarianism is different from totalitarianism, as well as different from au-
thoritarianism.rl Where appropriate we will also call attention to some under-

theorized characteristics of both totalitarian and post-totalitarian regimes that
produce dynamic pressures for out-of-type change. We do not subscribe to the
view that either type is static.

Post- tota l i tar ianism, as table 3. r  impl ies,  can encompass a cont inuum vary ing

from "early post-totalitarianism," to "frozen post-totalitarianism," to "mature post-

totalitarianisml' Early post-totalitarianism is very close to the totalitarian ideal

type but differs from it on at least one key dimension, normally some constraints
on the leader. There can be frozen post-totalitarianism in which, despite the per-

sistent tolerance of some civil society critics of the regime, almost all the other

control mechanisms of the party-state stay in place for a long period and do not

evolve (e.g., Czechoslovakia, from ry77 to rg8g). Or there can be mature posl-

totalitarianism in which there has been significant change in all the dimensions

of the post-totalitarian regime except that politically the leading role of the offi-

cial party is still sacrosanct (e.g., Hungary from r98z to 1988, which eventually

evolved by late 1988 very close to an out-of-type change).

Concerning plurnlint, the defining characteristic of totalitarianism is that

there is no polit ical, economic, or social pluralism in the polity and that pre-

to. For )uan Linz's first discussion of sultanism, see ibid, zlq-63. For a more complete discussio:t of strl-

tanism, see H. E. Chehabi and Juan J. Linz, "sultanistic Regimes," paper prepared for a conference ol

sultanistic regimes at Harvard University in November r99o. ihe results of the ionference, which included

pup.r. on .uih .ountries as Iran, the Philippines, the Dominican Republic, and Romania, will be publislrecl

in a volume edited by H. E. Chehabi and ]uan J. Linz.
n. We believe that readers can readily see for themselves how post-totalitarian regimes are not denltl-

cratic regimes, so we will not discuss this point separately. We want to make clear that for our analytic pur-

posesinth isbookthat theternt  post- tota l i tar ianreferstoatypeofnondenocrat icregimebeforethetra l l -
iitior to democracl'. In this chapter our main concern is with ideal types. However, in chapter 15'

"Post-Communisnt's Prehistories,; we provide ample empiricarl evidence of what a totalitarian or posl-

totalitarian (in conrrast to an authorita;ian) legacy means for each of the five arenas necessary fo. u a,,"-

solidated democracy that rve analyzed in table r.r in this book.

Modern Nondemocratic Regimes

:-*ino sourc€S of pluralism have been uprooted or systematically repressed. In
€XlSru 'O 

-

llr"ii"tir"tian 
regime there is some limited political pluralism and often quite

l*."ri". economic-and. social pluralism. In an authoritarian regime' many of the

]-l"Lif.stations of the limited political pluralism and the more extensive social

,nj..onorl. 
pluralism predate the authoritarian regime. How does pluralism in

l^*-totutiturian regimes contrast with the near absence of pluralism in totalitar-

L"n ,.gir.t and the limited pluralism of authoritarian regimes?
'* 

In irature post-totalitarianism, there is a much more important and complex

nlev of institutional pluralisn-r within the state than in totalitarianism. Also, in

iolrtur, to totalitarianism, post-totalitarianism normally has a much more sig-

nificant degree of social pluralism, and in mature Post-totalitarian there is often

discussion of a "second culture" or a "parallel culture'" Evidence of this is found in

such things as a robust underground samizdatliterature with multi-issue journals

of the sort not possible under totalitarianism.r2 This growing pluralism is simul-

taneously a dynamic source of vulnerability for the post-totalitarian regime and

a dynamic source of strength for an emerging democratic opposition. For exam-

ple, this "second culture" can be sufficiently powerful that, even though leaders of

the second culture will frequently be imprisoned, in a mature post-totalitarian

regime opposition leaders can generate substantial followings and create endur-
ing oppositional organizations in civil society. At moments of crisis, therefore,
a mature post-totalitarian regirne can have a cadre of a democratic opposition
based in civil society with much greater potential to form a democratic political
opposition than would be available in a totalitarian regime. A mature post-total-
itarian regime can also feature the coexistence of a state-planned economy with
extensive partial market experiments in the state sector that can generate a "red
bourgeoisie" of state sector managers and a growing but subordinate private sec-
tol especially in agriculture, commerce and services.

- However, in a post-totalitarian regime this social and economic pluralism is
different in degree and kind from that found in an authoritarian regime. It is dif-
terent in degree because there is normally more social and economic pluralism in
an authoritarian regime (in particular there is normally a more autonomous pri-
vate sector, somewhat greater religious fieedom, and a greater amount of above-
ground cultural prodrltion). The difference in kind is typologically even more
hportant. In a post-totalitarian society, the historical reference both for the

f-oYtt ttota.rs oi the regime and the opposition is the previous totalitarian

1qime.-nf definition, thsexistence of a pievious totalitarian regime means that

llu :i the pre-exisring sources of responsible and organizeJ pluralism haveueen eliminated or repressed and a totalitarian order has been established. Therets therefore an active .ffo., o, "detotalitarianization" on the pirrt of oppositional

no#:13-"*u.ple. in maturc post-totalitarian Hungary the most influential sLtntiztltrtpttblicatton,Beszlli),fr.Jiil:ji,"a ffi,""""-"i::i:il:::itJ:f ,#H:f iiJ::1""::fl1-l$::l:ff;TJ?ilT:'^'i
l l
i t"



Table 3 1 Major Modern Begime ldeal Types and Their Defining Characteristics

CharacteristicDemocracy Authoritarianism Iotal r tananlsm Post-totalitarianism Sultanism

Plura l i sm

ldeology

Responsible pol i t ical
plural ism reinforced by
extensive areas of
plural ist autonomy in
econ0my, soclety, and
internal l i fe of
organizations. Legally
protected plural ism
consistent with "societal

corporatism" but not
"state corporatism."

Extensive intel lectual
c0mmrtment t0
cit izenship and procedural
nlles of contestation.
Not teleological.  Respect
for r ights of minorit ies,
state of law, and value
of individual ism

Poli t ical system with
l imited, not responsible
pol i t ical plural ism. Often
quite extensive social
and economic plural ism.
In authoritarian regimes
most of plural ism had
roots in society before
the establ ishment of the
regime. 0ften some
space for semiopposit ion

Poli t ical system without
elaborate and guiding
ideology but with
dist inct ive mental i t ies.

No signif icant economic,
social,  or pol i t ical
plural ism. Off icial party
has de jure and de facto
monopoly of power Party
has el iminated almost al l
pretotal i tar ian plural ism.
No space for second
economy or paral lel
society.

Elaborate and guiding
ideology that articulates
a reachable utopia.
Leaders, individuals, and
groups derive most of
their sense of mission,
legit imation, and often
specif ic pol icies from
their commitment to
some hol ist ic conception
of humanity and society

Limited, but not responsible
social,  economic, and
insti tut ional plural ism. Almost
no pol i t ical plural ism because
party st i l l  formally has
monopoly of power. May have
"second economy," but state
sti l l  the overwhelming
presence. Most manifestat ions
of plural ism in "f lattened
poli ty" grew out of tolerated
state structures or dissident
groups consciously formed in
opposi l ion to total i lar ian
regime. In mature post-
total i lar ianism opposit i0n 0ften
creates "second culture" or
"paral lel society."

Guiding ideology st i l l  off icial ly
exists and is part ol the social
real i ty. But weakened
commitment to or faith in
utopia. Shift  of emphasis from
ideology to programmatic
consensus that presumably is
based on rat ional decision-
making and l imited debate
without too much reference to
r0e0r0gy.

Economic and social plural ism
does not disappear but is
subject to unpredictable and
despotic intervention. No group
or individual in civi l  society,
pol i l ical soctety, or the state rs
free from sultans exercise of
despotic power. No rule of law
Low inst i tut ional izat ion. High
fusion of private and public.

Highly arbitrary manipulat ion of
symbols. Extreme giorifrcation
of nrler. No elaborate or guiding
ideology or even disl inct jve
mental i t ies outsrde of despotic
personalism. No attempt to
just i fy major ini t iat ives on the
basis of ideology. Pseudo-
ideology not bel ieved by staff,
sublects, or outside world.

r Table 3.1. /conanued/

Characteistic qemuract Author,tarianism Totalitarianism Post-totalitarianism Sultanism

Mobilization

Leadersh ip

Participation via
autonomously generated
organization of civii
society and competing
parties of political society
guaranteed by a system
of law. Value is on low
regime mobil izat ion but
high cit izen part icipation.
Diffuse etfort by regime
to induce good
cit izenship and
patr iot ism. Tolerat ion of
peaceful and orderly
0pp0s rtr0n.

Top leadership produced
by free electrons and
must be exercised within
consti tut ional l imits and
state of law. Leadership
must be periodrcal ly
c r r h i p r t o d  1 o  a n d

nrnr | rnar l  hv  f rao

electrons.

Political system without
extensive or intensive
poli t ical mobil izat ion
except at some points in
their development

Poli t ical system in which
a leader or occasional ly a
small  group exercises
power within formally i l l -
defined but actual ly quite
predictable norms. Effort
at cooptation of old el i te
groups. Some autonomy
in state careers and in
mil i tary.

Extensive mobilization
into a vast array of
regime-created obligatory
organizations. Emphasis
on activism of cadres and
militants. Effort at
mobil izat ion of
enthusiasm. Private l i fe is
decried.

Total i tar ian leadership
rules with undefined
l imits and great unpre-
dictabi l i ty for members
and nonmembers. Often
charismatic. Becruitment
to top leadership highly
dependent on success
and commitment in party
organization.

Progressive loss of interest by
leaders and nonleaders involved
in organizing mobilization.
Boutine mobilization of
population within state-
sponsored organizations to
achieve a minimum degree of
conformity and compliance.
Many "cadres" and "mil i tants"

are mere careerists and
opportunists. Boredom,
withdrawal, and ult imately
privatization of populat ion s
values become an accepted
fact

Growing emphasis by post-
total i tar ian pol i t ical el i te on
personal security. Checks on top
leadership vra party structures,
procedures, and "internal

democracy." Top leaders are
seldom charismatic. Recruitment
to top leadership restricted to
official party but less dependent
upon bui lding a career within
partys organization. Top leaders
can come from party
lechnocrats rn state apparatus.

Low but occasional
manipulative mobilization of a
ceremonial type by coercive or
clientelistic methods without
permanent organization.
Periodic mobilization of
parastate groups who use
violence against groups
f ^ r ^ o t o d  h \ /  c i l l t : n

Highly personalist ic and
arbitrary No rat ional- legal
constraints. Strong dynastic
tendency. No autonomy in state
careers. Leader unencumbered
by ideology. Compliance to
leaders based on intense fear
and personal rewards. Staff of
leader drawn from members of
his family, fr iends, business
associates, or men directly
involved in use of violence to
sustain the regime. Staff's
posit ion derives from their
purely personal submission to
the ruler.
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ity to negotiate. such a leadership structure, if it is not able to repress opponents
in a crisis, is particularly vulnerable to collapse. One of the reasons why midlevel
cadres in the on ce all-powerful coercive apparatus might, in time of crisis, let the
regime collapse rather than fire upon the democratic opposition has to do witl
the role of ideol ogy in post-totalitarianism.

The contrast between the role of ideology in a totalitarian system and in a post-
totalitarian system is sharp, but it is more one of behavior and belief than one of
official canon. In the area of ideology, the dynamic potential for change from a to_
talitarian to a post-totalitarian regime, both on the part of the cadres and on the
part of the societr, is the growing empirical disjunction between official ideolog-
ical claims nnd reality'. This disjunction produces lessened ideological commii-
ment on the part of the cadres and growing criticism of the regime by groups in
civil society. In fact, many of the new critics in civil society emerge out of the
ranks of former true believers, who argue that the regime does not-or, worse,
cannot-advance its own goals. The pressures created by this tension between
doctrine and reality often contributes to an out-of-type shift from a totalitarian
regime effort to mobilize enthusiasm to a post-totalitarian effort to maintain ac-
quiescence. In th e post-totalitarian phase, the elaborate and guiding ideology cre-
ated under the totalitarian regime still exists as the official state canon, but among
many leaders there is a weakened commitment to and faith in utopia. Among
much of the population, the official canon is seen as an obligatory ritual, and
among groups irr the "parallel society" or "second culture," there is constant ref-
erence to the first culture as a "living lie."t5 This is another source of weakness, of
the "hollowing out" of the post-totalitarian regime's apparent strength.

The role of ideologY in a post-totalitarian regime is thus diminished from its
role under totalitarianism, but it is still quite different from the role of ideology
in an authoritarian regime. Most authoritarian regimes have diffuse nondemo-
cratic mentalities, but they do not have highly articulated ideologies concerning
the leading role of the party, interest groups, religion, and many other aspects of
civil society, political society, the economy, and the state that still exist in a
regime we would call post-totalitarian. Therefore, a fundamental contrast be-
tween a post-totalitarian and authoritarian regime is that in a post-totalitarian
regime there is 3n important ideological legacy that cannot be ignored and that
cannot be questioned officially. The state-sanctioned ideology has a social pres-
enceinthe orgarrizational life of the post-totalitarian polity. Whether it expresses
itself in the extensive array of state-sponsored organizations or in the domain of
incipient but sti l l  off icially controlled organizations, ideology is part of the so-
cial reality of a post-totalitarian regime to a greater degree than in most author-
itarian regimes.

t5. Extensive discrrssions and references about "parallel society,""second culture," and the "living lie" are
found in our chapter ()n post-totalitarianism in Hungary and Czechoslovakia (chap. r7).

Modern Nondemocratic Regimes

The relative de-ideologization of post-totalitarian regimes and the weakening

^f ,t. U.U.f in utopia as a foundation of legitimacy mean that, as in many au-

ii"rrlrir" regimes, there is a growing effort in a post-totalitarian polity to legit-

irr" ,n. regime on the basis of performance criteria' The gap between the orig-

i"J u,opiun elements of the ideology and the increasing legitimation efforts on

,irlU.ri, of efficacy, particularly when the latter fails, is one of the sources of

*.rf.n.* in post-totalitarian regimes. Since democracies base their claim to obe-

ji.n.. on the procedural foundations of democratic citizenship, as well as per-

iorrun.., they have alayer of insulation against weak performance not available

io mort port-totalitarian or authoritarian regimes. The weakening of utopian ide-

oiogy tl,.t is a characteristic of post-totalitarianism thus oPens up a new dynamic

of r:. l i-. vulnerabil it ies-or' from the perspective of democratic transition, new

opportunities-that can be exploited by the democratic opposition. For example,

the discrepancy between the constant reiteration of the importance of ideology

and the ideology's growing irrelevance to policymaking or, worse' its transparent

contradiction with social reality contribute to undermining the commitment and

faith of the middle and lower cadres in the regime. Such a situation can help con-

tribute to the rapid collapse of the regime if midlevel functionaries of the coercive

apparatus have grave doubts about their right to shoot citizens who are protest-

ing against the regime and its ideology, as we shall see wheu we discuss events in

1989 in East Germany and Czechoslovakia.l6
The final typoiogical difference we need to explore concerns mobilization.

Most authoritarian regimes never develop complex, all-inclusive networks of as-

sociation whose purpose is the mobilization of the population. They may have

brief periods of intensive mobilization, but these are normally less intensive than
in a totalitarian regime and less extensive than in a post-totalitarian regime. In to-
talitarian regimes, however, there is extensive and intensive mobilization of so-
ciety into a vast array of regime-created organizations and activities. Because
utopian goals are intrinsic to the regime, there is a great effort to mobilize enthu-
siasm to activate cadres, and most leaders emerge out of these cadres. In the to-
talitarian system, "privatized" bourgeois individuals at home with their family
and friends and enjoying life in the small circle of their own choosing are decried.

In post-totalitarian regimes, the extensive array of institutions of regime-
created mobilization vehicles still dominate associational life. However, they have
lost their intensity. Membership is still generalized and obligatory but tends to
Senerate more boredom than enthusiasm. State-technocratic employment is an
alternative to cadre activism as a successful career path, as long as there is "cor-
rect" participation in official organizations. Instead of the mobilization of enthu-

.^.-t6'Duni.l V. Friedheim is conducting major research on the question ofcollapse in such frozen post-

lTltli:,."" regimes. See Friedheim,"Reiime'Collapse in the Peaceful East German Revolution: The Role
"'-'vrto<lle-Level Officials," German Politics (April 1993): 97-:nz, and his forthcoming Yale University doc-
'"rq qlssertation 

in ',,,irich he discusses East Cermany.
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siasm that can be so functional in a totalitarian regime, the networks of ritualize4

mobilization in a post-totalitarian regime can produce a "cost" of time away frorn

technocratic tasks for professionals and a cost of boredom and flight into privats

life by many other people. When there is no structural crisis and especially when

there is no perception of an available alternative, such privatization is not neces-

sarily a problem for a post-totalitarian regime. Thus, Kadar's famous saying,

"Those who are not against us are for us," is a saying that is conceivable only in 1
post-totalitarian regime, not in a totalitarian one. However, if the performance qg

a post-totalitarian as opposed to a totalitarian regime is so poor that the personal

rewards of private life are eroded, then privatization and aPathy may contribuk

to a new dynamic-especially if alternatives are seen as possible-of crises of

"exit," "voice," and "loyalty."I7

Let us conclude our discussion of Post-totalitarianism with a summary of its

political and ideological weaknesses. We do this to help enrich the discussion of

why these regimes collapsed so rapidly once they entered into prolonged stagna-

tion and the USSR withdrew its extensive coercive support. Indeed in chapter t7'

"Varieties of Post-totalitarian Regimes," we develop a theoretical and empirical

argument about why frozen post-totalitarian regimes are more vulnerable to col-

lapse than are authoritarian or totalitarian regimes.

Totalitarianism, democracy, and even many authoritarian regimes begin with

"genetic" legitimacy among their core supporters' given the historical circum-

,L.,.., that led to the establishment of these regimes. By contrast' post-totalitari-

anism regimes do not have such a founding genetic legitimacy because they emerge

out of the routinization, decay, or elite fears of the totalitarian regime. Post-total-

itarian legimes, because of coercive resources they inherit and the related weak-

nesses of organized opposition, can give the appearance of as much or more sta-

bility than authoritarian regimes; if external supPort is withdrawn, however, their

inner loss of purpose and commitment make them vulnerable to collapse.

Post-totalitarian politics was a result in part of the moving away from Stalin-

ism, but also of social changes in Communist societies. Post-totalitarian regimes

did away with the worst aspects of repression but at the same time maintained

most mechanisms of contiol. Although less bloody than under Stalinism, the

presence of security services-like the Stasi in the GDR-sometimes became

more pervasive. Post-totalitarianism could have led to moderate reforms in the

economy, like those discussed at the time of the Prague Spring, but the Brezhnev

restoration stopped dynamic adaptation in the USSR and in most other Soviet-

type systems, e.Kcept for Hungary and Poland.

r7. The reference, of course, is to Albert Hirsch man, Exit, voice and Loyaby (cambridge: Harvard Unr

versiiy press, t97o), 59. For a fascinating discussion of this dynamic in relation to.the collapse ot 
:T :'lit...

see Hirschman,"Exit,Voice and the Fate of the German Democratic Republic: An Essay on ConcePtual nrr-

tory)' world Politics 4t (lanuary 1993): r73-zoz..we discuss the Kadar quote in greater detail in the chapter

on varieties of post-totalitarianism (chap. l/).
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"itll Weber did not intend the word sultanism to imply religious claims to obedi,
ence. In fact, under Ottoman rule, the ruler held two distinct offices and titles,
that of sultan and that of caliph. Initially, the Ottoman ruler was a sultan, and only
after the conquest of Damascus did he assume the title of caliph, which entaile4
religious authority. After the defeat of Turkey in World War I and the proclarnq-

tion of the republic, the former ruler lost his title of sultan but retained his reli-
gious title of caliph until Atatrirk eventually forced him to relinquish even thar
title. Our point is that the secular and religious dimensions of his authority were
conceptually and historicafy distinguished..Furthermore, the teii- illan should

not be analytically bound to the Middle East. Just as there are mandarins in New
Delhi and Paris as well as in Peking and there is a macho style of politics in the
Pentagon as well as in Buenos Aires, there are sultanistic rulers in Africa and the

Caribbean as well as in the Middle East. What we do want the term sultanism to
connote is a generic style of domination and regime rulership that is, as Weber

says, an gllle4q form of patrimonialism.In sultanism, the private and the public

are fi.rsed, there is a strong tendency toward familial Power and dynastic succes-

Sior-r, there is no distinction between a state career and personal service to the

ruler, there is a lack of rationalized impersonal ideology, economic success de-

pends on a personal relationship to the ruler, and, most of all, the ruler acts only

according to his own unchecked discretion, with no larger, impersonal goals.

Thble 3.r gives substantial details on what a sultanistic type is in relation to plu-

ralism, ideology, mobilization, and leadership. In this section we attemPt to high-

light differences between sultanism, totalitarianism, and authoritarianism be-

cause, while we believe they are distinct ideal types, in any concrete case a specific
polity could have a mix of some sultanistic and some authoritarian tendencies (a

combination that might open up a variety of transition options) or a mix of sul-

tanistic and totalitarian tendencies (a combination that would tend to eliminate

numerous transition options).
In his long essay, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes," fuan Linz discussed

the special features that make sultanism a distinctive type of nondemocratic

regime.2o Since the sultanistic regime type has not been widely accepted in the lit-

erature, we believe it will be useful for us to highlight systematically its distinctive

qualities so as to make more clear the implications of this type of regime for the

patterns of democratic resistance and the problems of democratic consolidation'

In sultanism, there is a high fusion by the ruler of the private and the public'

The sultanistic politv becomes the personal domain of the sultan. In this domain

there is no rule of lau' and there is low institutionalization. In sultanism there maf

be extensive social a1d economic pluralism, but almost never political pluralisttl'

because political power is so directly related to the ruler's person. However' the

essential reality in a sultanistic regime is that all individuals, Sroups' and institu-

zo. Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Resimes," zsg-63.

qlrf;r.tt** *-it'#tdi *j' : ;: :''d' :::
#'H*iffi**f',;**tx ql'1''ti frtriffi
hoW€Vslt

nim. mod..utes who -ighi ttg"tiitt *i11 democratic moderates' and no sphere

i6 6re .conomY or clvrr' Iociety that is not subject to the despotic exercise of the

sultan,swi l l .Asweoemonstrateinthenextchapter, thiscr i t icaldi f ferencebe-
tweenplural i ' -" t* thor i tar ianandsultanist icregimeshasimmenseimpl ica-
tions for the types,ot t;1tti'i;l that are availqble in an authoritarian regime but

unavailable in a sulta ntsttc reglme'

There is also a shar; tt"i"" in the function and consequences of ideology

behrcen totalitarian ar,d sultanistic regimes. In a totalitarian regime not only is

;;;;;d"b"rate and g;iairrg ideology, but ideology has the tunction of legitimat-

#;;;;;;;., und tuf," u'"1fttt' somewhat constrained by their own value svs-

;:r;;i;;;iogy. They or their foltowers, or both, believe in rhat ideology as a point

;;;;;;"-r#lustidcation for their actions. In contrast, a sultanistic ruler char-

;ffi.ily has n.o a"f 
"t"i. ""a 

guiding ideology. There may be.nignb personal-

istic statements with pr.t*rion, oiU.lng*urt ideoiogy, often named.after the sultan,

il;it, ideology is ejaborated after the iuler has assumed power, is subject to ex-

trememanipulation,and,mostimportantly'isnotbelievedtobeconstrainingon
the ruler and is relevant only as long as he practices it. Thus' there could be ques-

tions raised as to whether 6talin s practices and statements were consistent with

Marxism-Leninism, but there would be no reason for anyone to debate whether

Trujillo's statements were consistent with Trujilloism. The contrast between au-

thoritarian and sultanistic regimes is less stark over ideology; however, the distinc-

tive mentalities that ur. u pui, of most authoritarian alliances are normally more

.onriiiiiins on rulers than is the sultan's idiosyncratic and personal ideology'

iru .-i.?rrL". 
""a 

intensive mobilization that is a feature of totalitarianism is

qsld-qm found in a sultanistic regime because of its low degree of institutionaliza-

t'iifiTiia iiri"* .o.r,*tt-ent tJ an overarching ideology. The low degree of or-

Sitir"tio" -""", ,n"t any mobilization that does occur is uneven and sporadic'

irobably tt e Uigg.rt difference between sultanistic mobilization and authoritar-
ran mobilization is the tendency within sultanism (most dramatic in the case of

the Duvalierf To.rton Macoutes in Haiti) to use para-state Sroups linked to the
sultan to .i"ialriot..rce and terror against anyone who opposes the ruler's will'
These para-state groups are not -oJ.rn bureaucracies with generalized norms
and procedur.r; ,"uth"r, they are direct extensions of the sultan's will. They have
no signincant i*,ir"aio"uf autonomy. As Weber stressed' they are purely "personal
rnstruments of the master."

1
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|1ilFrnally, how does leadership differ in sultanism, rotalitarianism, and authori-

tarianism? The essence of sultanism is unrestrained personal rltlership. This per-
sonal rulership is, as we have seen, unconstrained by ideology, ,utional-legal
norms, or any balance of power. "support is based not on a coincidenc. of intJ.-
est between preexisting privileged social groups and the ruler but on interests s1i-
ated by his rule, rewards he offers for loyalty, and the fear of his vengeance.,'zr

In one key respect leadership under s_ultanism and totalitarianism,js similar.
In both regimes the leader rules with undefined limits <jn tris po-e. una tn.r. il' gry4,t-unp-r-edictab:lity--f9-r- elites and nonelite-i itit .. In this ,"rp..t, a Stalin and 4

Somoza are alike. However, there are important differences. The elaborate ideol-
ogy, with its sense of nonpersonal and public mission, is meant to play an impor-
tant legitimating function in totalitarian regimes. The ideological pronounce_
ments of a totalitarian leader are taken seriously not only by his followers and
cadres, but also by the society and intellectuals, including-in the cases of Lenin-
ism, Stalinism, and Marxism (and even fascism)-by intellectuals outside the
state in which the leader exercises control. This places a degree of organizational,
social, and ideological constraint on totalitarian leadership that is not present in
sultanistic leadership. Most importantly, the intense degree to which rulership is
personal in sultanism makes the dynastic dimension of rulership normatively ac-
ceptable and empirically common, whereas the public claims of totalitarianism
make dynastic ambition, if not unprecedented, at least aberrant.

The leadership dimension shows an even stronger contrast between authoritar-
ianism and sultanism. As Linz stated in his discussion of authoritarianism, leader-
ship is exercised in an authoritarian regime "with formally ill-defined but actually
quite predictable" norms.22 In most authoritarian regimes some bureaucratic enti-
ties play an important part. These bureaucratic entities often retain or generate their
own norms, which imply that there are procedural and normative limits on what
leaders can ask them to do in their capacity as, for example, military officers, judges,
tax officials, or police officers. However, a sultanistic leader simply "demands un-
conditional administrative compliance, for the official's loyaltyto his office is not an
impersonal commitment to impersonal tasks that define the extent and content of
his office, but rather a servant's loyalty based on a strictly personal relationship to
the ruler and an obligation that in principle permits no limitation."2s

we have now spelled out the central tendencies of five ideal-type regimes in the
modern world, four of which are nondemocratic. we are ready for the next step,
which is to explore why and how the type of prior nondemocratic regime has an
important effect on the democratic transition paths available and the tasks to be
addressed before democracy can be consolidated.

l .  Ib id. ,  u6o.
zz.Ibrd., 255.
23. Ibid., z6o.

The Implications of Prior

Regime TYP. for Transition Paths

and Consolidation Thsks

H^ur*o ANALyzED the necessary conditions for a consolidated democ-

,r.rl"J then spelled out rhe key differences among the four ideal-typical non-

i.ri.,"lr",i. ,"gi-.r, it should be clear that the characteristics of the previous

;;;;;".r.til regime have profound implications for the transition paths avail-

.if. r"a the rasks different countries face when they begin their struggles to de-

uetop .ontotidated democracies. within the logic of our ideal types, it is conceiv-

"blr'rhu, 
a particular authoritarian regime in its late stages might have a robust

civil society, a legal culture supportive of constitutionalism and rule of law' a us-

able state bureaucracy that operates within professional norms' and a reasonably

well-institutionalized economic society. For such a polity, the first and only nec-

essary item on the initial democratization agenda would relate to political soci-

ety-that is, the creation of the autonomy, authority, power, and legitimacy of

democratic institutions. We argue in chapter 6 that Spain, in the early r97os, ap-

proximated this position. However, if the starting point were from a totalitarian

regime of the communist subtype, democratic consolidation would entail the

task of simultaneously crafting not only political society and economic society,

but also every single arena of a democracy as well. The full implications of these

arguments are spelled out in a more systematic and detailed manner in tables 4.2
and 4.3, but here let us first depict the argument in its most stark form, table 4.t.

The analytic utility of distinguishing between post-totalitarian and totalitarian
regimes should now be clear. As table +.r demonstrates, it is conceivable that a
post-totalitarian regime could begin a transition to democracy with a combina-
tion of low-medium or medium scores on each condition necessary for a consol-
idated democracy except for the autonomy of political society. Hungary in early
and mid-rg8g came cloiest to approximating this position. While the tasks facing
oemocrats starting from a mature post-totalitarian regime are challenging, they
are substantially less than those facing democrats starting from a totalitarian
regime. However, it should also be clear that, precisely because post-
totalitarian regimes have a prior totalitarian period, there will be legacies to over-

i l
i i
r l l i
l l l
l L l l i l
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Table 4.2. fhe lmplications of Prior Nondemocratic Begime Type for Paths t0 Democratic Transition

Authoritarianism Totalitarianism Post-totalitarianism

'1. Feforma-pactada, ruptura-
pactada

Given that civil societY can be
reasonably well develoPed and
that some moderate political
opposit ion with a national
constituency can exist,
reforma-pactada, tuptura-
pactad a betv'r een r egtme
moderates and democratic
opposit ion moderates ts
possible. Either regime leaders
or the opposition could win farr
elect ions and complete a
trans rtron.

Defeat in war or war-related
col lapse could lead to a
democratic transit ion with
weak negotiating power by
prior nondemocratic regime if
representatives of democratic
forces in civr l  and Poli t ical
society are avai lable and
demand an electoral Path.

No space for organized
democratic opposit ion or tor
regime moderates Thus
reforna -pactada Palh is
unavailable.

Virtual ly the only path in whlch
totalitarianism defeated in war
could lead rapidly to a
democratic regime is bY
occupation by a democrattc
regime and external ly
monitored democratic
i  nstal lat ion.

In mature post{otalitarianism,
there can be collecttve
leadership and a moderate
wing. Likewise, the democratic
opposit ion could have a well-
developed "second culture"
and incipient pol i t ical
groupings. lf leaders of a
mature post-total itarian regime
believe that elect ions are
necessary and theY have a
chance to win, reforna-Pactada
with the leaders of the second
culture or incipient opposlt lon
leading to free elect ions ts
possible.

ln early post-totalitarianism
democratic prosPects could
resemble total i tar ianism. ln
mature post-totalitarianism,
assumption of government bY a
democratic opposit ion and the
early holding of elections are
possible.

Given a lack of rule of law an
civil liberties on the one hand
and personalist ic Penetrat lon I
the entire polity by the sultan
on the other, the Nvo
prerequisites for a four-PlaYer
pacted reform, an organized
nonviolent democratic
opposit ion and regime
moderates with sufficient
authority to negotrate a Pact,
do not exist. leaving the
r ef o r n a - p a cta d a virluallY
imposs ib le .

Given absence of the rule of
law and widespread Para-sta'
violence, the democratic path
is virtually not available
without external monitoring
and guarantees.

2. Defeat in War
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Iable 4.2. (continued)

Authoritarianism Totalitarianism PosfTotalitarianism Sultanism

3. Interim government after
regime termination not
init iated by regime (coup by
nonhierarchical mil i tary.
armed Insurgents, or mass
uprising and regime
col lapse)

In an authoritarian regime, i t  is
possible that an organized
democratic opposit ion in civi l
society and even political
society exists. lf they demand
early elect ions, thrs transit ion
path is quite posstble.
However, in the absence of
effective demand for elections.
the interim government wil l  be
tempted to exercise
revolutionary power in policy
areas and to postpone or
cancel elect ions, thus delaying
the transit ion or leading to a
new nondemocratic regime.

An interim government is
unlikely. However, should a
deep crisis lead to a successor
government, given flattened
civi l  society and the absence
of organized democratic
pol i t ical society, successful
pressure for the holding of
free elections is unlikely.
The successors might search
for electoral legit imation, but
this does not ensure
democratization.

Early elect ions are only the
most likely path in mature
posltotal i tar ianism where
opposit ion activists might form
government and proceed to
democratization. In early or
frozen post-totalitarianism, the
most lrkely regime transit ion is
mass uprising which, rf  not
repressed, could lead t0 regime
collapse and an interim
government The interim
government may well  be
formed by elites connected
with the old regime who are
able to consolidate their power
electoral ly in the st i l l
"flattened society."

High chance that " interim
government" wi l l  claim to i
in the name of the people ,
wi l l  postpone elect ions in c
to carry out reforms. Given
previous lack of autonomy r
civil or political society, the
is a high chance that group
associated with the sultan I
claiming legit imacy for havir
supported the uprising wil l
achieve nondemocratic powt
The best chance for democt
transition is if revolutionary
upheaval is led by interna-
tionally supported, democrati
cal ly incl ined leaders who se
a date for elect ions and al lo\
free contestation of power.

table 4.2. lcontinued/

Autltodtarianisn Totalitarianism Post-Totalitarianism Sultanism

Extrication fron rule bY
hier ar chically led military

Some regime-specif ic
possible transit ion Paths and
likely outcomes

If a regine is led by a
hierarchical militarv, the
+"military as instltutlon, rl rt
ibiris rinod iirieinai or external
threat, may plaY a role in
pressuring the "mil i tary as
government" to withdraw from
direct rule and to hold
"extrication elections." The
length of transit ion and the
extent of the "reserve domatns
of power" the mil i tary can
impose as the price of
extrication decrease with the
severity of the internal or
external threat io the military
as inst i tut ion and the strength
of democratic forces in civi l
and pol i t ical socretY.

l f  nondemocratic authoritarian
regime is led bY lonhterar-
chical military and this regtme
collapses oi ls overthrown, i t
wi l l  be easier to impose
civi l ian democratic control and
tr ials on the mil i tary than i t
the regime had been led bY a
hierarchical mil i tarY.

Path not available to this
regime type. PrimacY of
revolutionary par$ and
unconstrained role of leaders
make rule by hierarchical
mil i tary impossible.

Path not available to this tYPe
givenTddd-r n!-Ttil6 ol the partY

Path not availab\e to this
regime type. Sultanism imPlies
a degree o{ fusion of Private
and pubtic, and the sul-tan's,
interf erence with bureaucratic
norms is incomPatible with rult
by a hierarchical mil i tarY.

Leadership of total i tar ian
regrme could sPIi t ,  oPening the
way for popular mobil izat ion,
l iberal izat ion, and PossiblY
even an interim government
that holds elect ions. Given the
level of control prior to the
mobil izat ion of Protest, a more
probable outcome is that the
dynamic of mobllization leads
to re-imposition bY force of
total i tar ian controls or to shif t
to post-total i tar ianism. See
transit ion paths open to Post-
totalitarianism.

A post-total i tar ian regime,
confronted with a serious
crisis, could col laPse i f  the
option of repression ts
unavailable. CollaPse could
lead to non-democratic
takeover by alternatlve el l tes,
democratization, or chaos.

Given dynastic tendencies ot
sultanism, i f  sultan dies oJ
natural causes familY membet
wil l  attempt to continue
sultanistic regime; thus,
normally no regime-led
l iberal izat ion wil l  take Place.



Table 4 2 (continued)

Authoritarianism Total itarianism Post-Total itarianism Su l tanism

6. 0ther regime-specif ic paths

7 Other regime-specif ic paths

lf  a civi l ian-led authoritarian
regime i i i i t iates a democratic
transition, whatever
agreements have been made
wil l  only tend to have the
power the electorate and
elected off icials give to them.
The emerging democracy wil l
therefore normally be less
constrained than i f  the prior
nondemocratic regime had
been led by a hierarchical
mil i tary.

l f  total i tar ian regime is
supported by an external
hegemon, withdrawal of
hegemon's support could alter
a1l power relat ionships. Cost of
r-epressr0n Increases,
0pposit ion and mobil izat ion
increase, and col lapse
becomes a possible outcome.
lf  regime fal ls, chaos or
provisional government is most
l ikely. Given the absence of
organized democratic
opposit ion, even i f  provisional
government begins a transit ion.
control by people emerging out
of the old regime is most
l ikely

Total i tar ian regime could shif t
to post-total i tar ianism. See
transit ion options for post-
total i tar ianism.

lf  post{otal i tar ian regime is
supported by external
hegemon, i t  could col lapse i f
hegemon removes coercrve
guarantee l f  i t  is an early
post-total i tar ian regime, the
successor regime is l ikely to be
authoritarian or control led by
leaders emerging out of the
previous regime. l f  i t  is a late
post-totalitarian regime, civil
c n e i o h r  l o a d o r c  n {  t h o

provisional government could
cal l  early and completely free
et ecIr0ns.

l f  the sultan is dependent on a
foreign patron, a continuation
of a crisis and pressure by the
patron might lead to the ruler
holding snap elect ions which
he thinks he can control.
Defeat in elect ions is a
possibi l i ty, especial ly i f  an
external patron supports the
opposit ion But democratic
governance will be greatly
aided by continued
engagement of the pavon in
the democratization process.
Foreign patron can sometimes
force the sultan to step down.

Most l ikely domestic cause for
the defeat of the sultan is
assassination or revolut ionary
upheaval by armed groups or
civi l  society. Upheaval could be
supported even by business
groups because of their disl ike
of the sultan's extreme use oj
arbitrary power Provisional
government rs most l ikely. See
no. 3 above.
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Table 4 3. The lmplications of Nondemocratic Regime Type for the Minimal Tasks of Completing Transiti0n to and Consolidation of a Dem0cratic Regime fron
Regime Type

Necessary Condjtions Authori raridn i sm Totalitarianism Post-totalitarianism Suitan ism
'1. 

Bule of law and civi l  society
freedom

Poli t ical soclety autonomy
and trust and legal condit ion
for it

ln some authoritarian regimes
there is a tradit ion of rule of
law and civi l  society that might
be quite l ively, but civi l  l lber-
ties will need to be extended
and protected. Laws giving
autonomy to trade unions,
medla, etc.,  may need to be
enacted and implemented.

All  the normal condit ions
ensuring the free electoral
competition between parties
need to be created. In some
cases, party competition has
only been suspended and can
easi ly be revital jzed. In other
cases. the formation of part ies
needs to be legal ized and
restrictions on specific parties
l i f ted In some cases the pol i t i -
cal r ights of key pol i t ical actors
need to be re-establ ished ln
exceptronal cases an authori-
lar ian slate party may have lo
be dismantied.

Bule of law did not exist
Much of the legal code, to the
extent that it existed, was
highly pol i t ic ized and instru-
mental for the party-state but
not for i ts ci t izens and there-
fore was incompatible with
democracy. Civi l  l ibert ies are
minimal and need to be legal-
ized, developed, and prolecteo
The "f lattened" nature of civi l
society requires f undamental
changes that are dit f icult  to
generate in a short t ime.

The party's dominant posit ion
in al l  areas of society and i ts
privi leged status and resources
must be djsmantled, i ts pres-
ence in al l  inst i tut ions
removed, and almost ai l  of i ts
property transferred to the
state However, i f  ci t izens want
to recreate the party they
should be al lowed to do so.
and its suppo( and power
should depend on the votes
people might want to gjve to
it  Given the f lattened social
landscape the rep's5sn1611sn r i
interests will be particularly
d i f f i c u  l t

An extensive reform of the
legal system to assure civi l
nghts and rule of law wil l  be
nee0ed.

The dismantl ing of the privi-
leged status, legal and other-
wise, of the dominant party
wil l  be needed Legal reform
wrl l  also be needed to assure
the free formation and compe
tit ion of pol i t ical part ies. While
society nray not be as "flat-
tened" as under total i tar ia-
nism, the relat ive lack ot
economic and pol i t ical dif feren-
t ial ion makes pol i t ical "repre-
sentation" of interests dif f icult
and complicates the deveiop-
ment ot a normal spectrum ol
democratic parties

Given the legacy of the fL
of publ ic and private and
extreme personalization ol
power, the establ jshment '
rule of law and guarantee
cit izens have a high priori t
and wil l  be a dif f icult  task

The suppression of semipri ' ,
violence and the creation ol
modicum of trust are requin
ments for the development r
polrtical partres, free contes;
tion for power, and sufficien
autonomy for the working of
democratic procedures and
rnsti tut i  ons.

Table 4.3. lcot?tindl

Totalitarianism Post-totalitarianism Sultanism
/Vecessary Cotfritions Authoritarianism

3. Constitutional rules to
allocate power democrat-
ically

4. State bureaucracy
acceptable and serviceable
to democratic government

In some cases, there can be an
immediate declaration that a
previous democratic constl-
tution has been reinstated; in
other cases amendments to a
nondemocratic constitution ma\/
be viable; in st i l l  others a ful l
democratic constituent
assembly and constitution-
making process are needed.

To the extent that the
bureaucracy has not been
poli t icized and has maintained
professional standards, there
may be no immediate need for
bureaucratic reform. ln some
cases, a more or less l imited
purge of bureaucrats, including
the ludiciary and the mll i tarY,
might be desirable. But i f  a
hierarchical mil i tary PlaYed a
major role in the Prevtous
nondemocratic regime, such
purges may be quite difficult.

A paper constitution may exist
that, when filled with demo-
cratic content, might lead to
pervelse consequences, slnce lt
was not designed for a demo-
cratic society. The making of a
new democlatic constitutlon
will be necessary but difficult
due to an inchoate Political
society, the lack of a constitu'
t ional culture, and the legacy
created by the verbal
commitments of the Previous
c0nstrtut l0n.

The delegation of major tasks
ol the state to the Party and
the penetration of the Party
into al l  bureaucratic and social
institutions make the creatlon
of a nonpoli t icized bureaucracY
an imperative and dif f icult
task. The dismantl ing of the
party within the state mrght
seriously reduce the eff iciencY
and coordination of the state
apparatus and open the door
for a clientelistic take-over bY
the new democrats or bY
opportunists. The exPerience o{
the party state leaves a legacY
of popular distrust of the state

Given the fictive character ot
the constitution, there are
serious costs to using these
institutions, and the making ot
a democratic constitution
should be a high prioritY.

A universa\istic \egal cu\tute
will have to be developed.
Even while there maY be a
usable constitutlon, given the
recent abuse o{ constitutiona
rules. a spirit oJ trust and
respec't for constitutionalism
does not exist at the end of
sultanistic Period

The fact that many functions of
the state, including judiciary

functions, were performed bt7
party bureaucrats makes
purges and reform of the state
bureaucracy a widesPread
demand but a complex and
contentious issue to resolve.
The ski l ls of the tormer
bureaucratic elrte and the lack
of experience of the oPPosit ion
may well  give the former el i te
a privileged position.

The cl ientel ist ic penetratron
and corruption of buleaucrat
institutions limit their elficie
and legit imacy and Put
extensive reform on the
agenda. Even democratical iY
elected leaders may Perpett
cl ientel ist ic practices rather
than rat ional administrat ion
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Table 4 3. (continued)

Necessary Conditions Authoritarianism
Iotalitarianism

Posttota,itarianism5. Sufficient autonomy for
economy and economic ac-
tors to assure pluralism of

lf the economy has been a
functioning nixed economy,
rnere may be no immediate
changes necessary to facilitate
tne transition and consolidation
of democracy. Whatever further
reforms are desired or needed
will be part of normal political
processes that could include
more soctal izat ion or more
privatization of property and
more 0r less social and/or
economic regulation of the
market.

In communist totalitarianism
the almost total public
ownership of property and the
trnkages between the party and
tne economy make the gro\I/th
or autonomy of civil and
political society particularlv
difficult. Fundamental refo;m of
the economy is imperative. bur
the absence of a legal
rnstrtutronal framework for a
market economy and the
weakness of legal culture
make the creation of an"economic society,, difficult
and facilitate the emergence of
r i legal or alegal practices.

Ultimate control by tf,, ,t.t, of
att economic activity does not

Dismantl ing of the pi
and clientelistic struc
the ruler and his al l ie
necessary to allow th
development of civil,
and economic society.

seem conducive to the minimal
degree of civi l  and pol i t ical
socrety robustness necessary
ror a democratic polity. Some
reTorms are necessary to
create an Institutionalized
economic society. A full_blown
market economy is not a
requuement for democracy.

civil society. political society.
ano economic society
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Actors andContexts

I" noorrroN to our "macrovariables" of prior regime type and stateness,
we call attention to some other important variables that affect democratic transi-
tion and consolidation and that lend themselves to middle range propositions.
Two actor-centered variables concern the leadership base of the prior nondemo-
cratic regime and the question of who initiates and who controls the transition,
Three context variables relate to international influences, the political economy of
legitimacy and coercion, and constitution-making environments.

T s E  I N s r r r u r r o N A I -  C o u p o s r r r o N  A N D  L E R o s R s H r p
o F  T H E  P R r c E n r N c  N o N n e l r o c R A T r c  R s c l n E

Our central question here concerns the core group that is in day-by-day con-
trol of the state apparatus. What is the institutional character of this state elite?
Does its character favorably or unfavorably affect democratic transition and con-
solidation? The organizational base is necessarily analytically distinct from the
variable of regime type because, within some regime types (especially authoritar-
ian), there can be dramatically different types of state elites, each with quite dif-
ferent implications for democratic transition and consolidation. Without being
exhaustive, four different types of state elites can be distinguished: (r) a hierar-
chical military, (z) a nonhierarchical military, (:) a civilian elite, and (+) the dis-
tinctive category of sultanistic elites.

Hierarchical Military

As shown in chapter 4 on the consequences of prior nondemocratic regime
types, only an authoritarian regime has the possibility of being controlled by a hi-

erarchical military organization. Control by such an organization is against the

logics of a totalitarian, post-totalitarian, or sultanistic regime.r All hierarchical

r. In some cases, such as Chile and Uruguay, and especially the "dirty war" in Argentina, the military de-

veloped a definition of the enemy in their national security doctrine that gave to the repression a totalitar-
ian dimension. See, for example, Alexandra Barahona de Brito, "Truth or Amnesty-Human Rights ano

Democratization in Latin America: Uruguay and Chile" (Ph.D. diss., University of Oxford, 1993),28'6r'

-2lit^tyregimes share one characteristic that is potentially favorable to demo-
*Y'ir^"inion. The officer corps, taken as a whole, sees itself as a permanent

1"%il;,r"te apparatus, with enduring interests and permanent functions that

Y-- -^-.nAthe interests of the govern-.nt of th. day. This means that there is al-
ur::;;;ibility that the hierarchical leaders of the military-as-institution will

"uyt-'l'^ ttJaecision that the costs of direct involvement in nondemocratic rule

#{*, ,nan the costs of extrication. Thus, the reassertion of hierarchical au-

ffiT;in" name of the military-as-institution is a permanent danger faced by

lirJ rttn".t-us-government' Furthermore' as members of a situational elite who

l"rirre their power and status from the existence of a functioning state aPparatus'

i i . 'rt i i ;.t:"s-institution 
have an interest in a stable state, and this requires a

ooverrrment.z I hls ofien means that, if a democratic regime is an available ruling

il;;i" in the polity, the military may decide to solve their internal organiza-

,i""Jpr"Uf."ts and their need for a government by devolving the exercise of gov-

;;;;, to civilians. Paradoxically but predictably, democratic elections are thus

"'fi* 
p." of the extrication strategy of military institutions that feel threatened

bv their prominent role in nondemocratic regimes'-' 
W..* make parsimonious and much less optimistic statements about hierar-

chical military regimes in relation to democratic consolidatiorr' Precisely because

the military (short of their elimination by foreign powers or by revolution) is a

permanent part of the state apparatus and as such has privileged access to coer-

.iu. ,.ro.rr."r, members of the military will be an integral part of the machinery

that the new democratic government has to manage. Theoretically and practi-

cally, therefore, the more the military hierarchy directly manages the state and

their own organization on a day-by-day basis before the transition, the more

salient the issue of the successful democratic management of the military will be

to the task of democratic consolidation. Furthermore, the more hierarchically led

the military, the less they are forced to extricate themselves from a nondemocratic

regime due toJnternal contradictions, and the weaker the coalition that is forcing

tg*3gp qffice, the more the military will be in a position to negotiate their
withdrawal on terms where they retain nondemocratic prerogatives or impose
vEry cohfining conditions on th; polit ical processes that lead to democratic con-
solidation. More than any of the three other kinds of organizational bases found
in nondemocratic regimes, a hierarchical military possesses the greatest ability to
lmpose "reserve domains" on the newly elected government, and this by defini-
tion precludes democratic consolidation. This is a particularly acute problem if

*.,:. For a more discursive argument about the analytical and historical utility of the distinction between
rrltlitary-as-government 

and riilitary-as-institution, iee Stepan, "Paths toward Redemocratization," 75-78,
V2-73. For ihe concept of the military as a "situational elite; with a special relationship to the state, see Al-

$-e<l ltepan, "Inclusionary and Exclusionary Military Responses to Radicalism rvith Special Attention to
reru," in Seweryn Bialer, ed., Rnrlir olir^ in gilr' Contemporary Age (Boulder: Westvielv Press, rgzz), 3: :zr--19,
J{4-so.



the hierarchical military have been involved in widespread human rights violn-
tions and condition their loyalty, as a part of the state apparatus, upon not beins
punished by the new democratic government. Such a legacy of human rights vil
olations presented severe problems for democratic consolidation in Argentilx
and Chile.

This is not meant to imply a static situation. Power is always and everywhers
relational. We simply mean that, if a relatively unified, hierarchically led militarv
has just left the direct exercise of rule, the complex dialectical tasks of democrati:
power creation and the reduction of the domains of nondemocratic prerogatives
of the military must become two of the most important tasks for new democratic
leaders.

Nonhierarchical Military

A nonhierarchical, mil itary-led nondemocratic regime, on the other hand,
has some characteristics that make it less of a potential obstacle to democratic

transition and especially democratic consolidation. Concerning democratic

transition, if a nonhierarchically led military-as-government (e.g., of colonels
and majors) enters into difficulties, the incentive for the military-as-institution
to re-establish hierarchy by supporting an extrication coup is even higher than it
would be if the military-as-government were hierarchically led. The fundamen--

tal political and theoretical distinction, however, concerns democratic consoli-
dation. The chances that the military-as-institution will tolerate punishment
and trials of members of the outgoing nondemocratic government are signifi-
cantly grealgr if the gloup being punished is not seen to be the military institu-
tion itself, but a group within the military which has violated hierarchical norms.
Likewise, if the colonels have established para-state intelligence operations that
are perceived as threats even to the organizational military, the hierarchical mil-

itary is much more likely to acquiesce (or even insist) that their reserve domains
of power be eliminated.

Civilian Leadership

In comparative terms, civilian-led regimes (even mature post-totalitarian
civil ian-led regimes in which Communist parties are essential components) wil l

characteristically have greater institutional, symbolic, and absorptive capacities
than either military or sultanistic leaders to initiate, direct, and manage a demo-

cratic transition. Civilian leaders are often more motivated to initiate and nror€

capable of negotiating a complicated reform pact than are the military. They often

have more links to society than do military or para-military sultanistic leaders'

Civilians also can see themselves as potential winners and rulers in a future denr-

ocratic regime. This option is much less likely for military or sultanistic rulers.

There are, of course, potential problems for full democratic transition ano

-^nsolidation in such civilian-led political change. Civilian-led.liberalization may
to'111,;f iUrut. the system short of democratic transition or allow grouPS to win
tl'lllll" 

t" skillful but nondemocratic means because of their privileged access

:lt";;"f o"wer.When we consider democratic consolidation, however' it seems

::;r;;;; i".capacity 
of civil ian leaders in a previously nondemocratic regime to

-.-,re obstacles,ro oemocratic consolidation,. such as constitutionally sanctioned
'ffiii^uins 

of power, is significantly lessihan that of a miiitary organization.
-tuff;;;.o,ion to ihe above assertion might seem to be the case of a civilian-led,

noni..o.iu,ic 
re-gime based on a monopoiy party-especially a ruling Commu-

'_i.. 
p".tv. Should this kind of organizational base be considered an obstacle to

'ffi;irrcconsolidation 
comparable to a hierarchical military organization that

il.r;* ,"0 power? some political activists in Eastern Europe feared that a de-

ia.tJJ r"fi"g Communist Party and a defeated ruling hierarchical military were

?"".ti"*f eiuivalents in terms of their ability to impede the consolidation of de-

^'""r^ry Howe.rer, we believe that, in those cases where the Communist Party has

U..n a.i.u,.a in free and competitive elections (as in Hungary in r99o), this anal-

ogf ir frr"au-entally misleading gn two grounds: (i) organizational relationships

tJthe state-apparatus and (z) incentives. The hierarchical military, unless it has

ffi-ltituiiiydefeated and dissolved by the new democratic incumbents, will, as

an organization, withdraw as a unit into the state apparatus where it still has

extens-iV-e--state missions and state-allocated re.sources (as in Chile in lqSg)' A de-

E.t.d Co-*unist Party, in contrast, while it may well retain control of many re-

sources and loyalties that help it compete in later elections' has no comparable in-

stitutional base in the state apparatus, has no continuing claim on new state

resources, and has no continuing state mission. Organizationally, it is a defeated

party out of office and, though it may win open elections in the future (as in Hun-

gary in 1994), it has less collective resources to impose "reserve domains" than do

the military out of office. Our argument here is restricted only to those cases

where the democratic opposition wins open and contested elections and then as-

Sumes control of the government. However, in some societies' normally close to
the totalitarian pole, with no legacies of liberal or democratic politics, top
nomenklatura figures are able to put on nationalist garb and engage not in de-
mocracy building but ethnocracy building. In such contexts civil society is too
weak to generate a competitive political society and members of the nomen-
klatura ar"e able to approp.iate power and "legitimate" themselves via elections.

In relation to behavioral incentives, Communists (or ex-Communists) from
the former nomenklatura after defeat in free and contested elections will still oc-
cupy numerous important positions within the state apparatus, especially in state
enterPrises. The members of the former nomenklatura through their networks
extending over management, administration, and even security services can as-
sure themselves a privileged position in the emerging capitalist economy and with
It substantial political influence. However, they normally act for their own indi-

I , L
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vidual self-interest. In most post-Communist countries the former nomenklatura
do not attempt to overthrow or directly challenge the new regime but to profit by
ii. In some cases, particularly in the former Soviet Union, this leads to a confusioi
between the public and the private and with it considerable room for corruption.
The more the members of the former nomenklatura act as individuals or demo-
cratic state managers, the better their chances of survival as officials. This is par-
ticularly so for managers of state production, trading, and banking enterprises,
who can use their organizational resources profitably to restructure new for65
of recombined public-private property.3 The incentive system for the former
nomenklatura thus has strong individualist or network components, which in-
volve working for advantages by manipulating the new political context more
than opposing it per se. The incentive system for the military is fundamentally
different. With few exceptions, incentives to the military are collective and derive
lrom the struggles to retain group prerogatives to avoid collective negative ac-
tions, such as trials. Therefore, unlike the nomenklatura out of office, for the mil-
itary out of office there may be significant incentives for acting together in open
contestation against the new democratic government.

Sultanistic Leadership

Last, we should briefly consider what the institutional composition of sul-
tanistic rule implies for democratic transitions and consolidation. A sultanistic
regime is one in which the ruler personalizes the government and the regime and,
in an uninstitutionalized but erratically pervasive way, penetrates the state, polit-
ical society, and civil society. Fused are not only the private and the public, but
also the civilian and the military. Theoretically, it is hard to classif, sultanship as
either a military- or a civilian-led regime. Sultanistic regimes present an oppor-
tunity for democratic transition because, should the ruler (and his or her family)
be overthrown or assassinated, the sultanistic regime collapses. However, the very
nature of a sultanistic regime means that there is very little space for the organl-
zation of a democratic opposition. Therefore, short of death by natural causes,
sultanistic dictators are characteristically overthrown by quick, massive move-
ments of civil society, by assassination, or by armed revolt (see table 4.2). This

mahner of regime termination often leads to the dynamics of a provisional gov-

ernment which, unless there is a decision to hold rapid elections, normally pre-

sents dangers for democratic consolidation.a Also, the very personalization oI

power around the dictator may allow close associates qf the regime to assune

power. Or, even when the group or armed movement leading the revolt eliminates

3. Pioneering work on new network formation and the associated phenomenon of"recombinant prop-

erty;'that is notleally private and no longer public is being done by bavid Stark, "Recombinant Propert'Y
in East European Capitalism,"Working Paper, Collegium Budapest. r994.

e. We will discuss interim sovernments in our analvsis of the next variable.

Actors and Contexts

. ,^. most associated with the sultanistic regime, they may appoint themselves as

ffi;A representatives of the people and rule in the name of democracy

lrffiqpu_rrilg.tl.o"gh 
the free contestation and free election phases that are

i;;;r*;;i for full democratic transition and consolidation.

T R A N S T T I O N  
I N T T T E T I O N :  W H O  S T E R - f S  A N D  W H O  C O N T N O T ' S ?

Transitions initiated by an uprising of civil society, by the sudden collapse of

,1" nondemocratic regime, by an 1lm9d revolution, or by a nonhierarchically led

-iti .rU coup all tend toward situations in which the instruments of rule will be

;'.-rr-#a by an interim or provisional government.s Transitions initiated by hier-

archicalstate-led or regime-led forces do not'

WfrifCbvernments are highly fluid situations and can lead to diametrically

opffi i fontiomefdepending on which groups are most powerful, and especially

on whether elections or sweeping decree reforms are considered to be the first pri-

ority. If the interim government quickly sets a date for elections and rules as a rel-

atively neutral caretaker for these elections, this can be a very rapid and effica-

cious route toward a democratic transition. However, if the interim government

claims that its actions in overthrowing the government give it a legitimate man-

date to make fundamental changes that if defines as preconditions to democratic

elections, the interim government can set into motion a dangerous dynamic in

which the democratic transition is put at peril, even including the postponement

ofelections sine die.
Elections are crucial because without them there is no easy way to evaluate

whether the interim government is or is not actually representing the majority.

!{!1hout elections, actors who did not play a central role in eliminating the old
regiilETiilInd ir very difficult to emerge and assert that they have a.democratic

Inandate. And without elections the full array of institutions that constitute a new
oemocratic political society-such as legislatures, constituent assemblies, and
competitive political parties-simply cannot develop sufficient autonomy, legal-
tty, and legitimacy.

Elections are most likelv to be held auickly in cases of collapse where demo-
cratic party leaders (as in Greece ,n rgzi) almost immediately .-.rg. as the core
of the interim government or where leaders of civil society who are committed to
creating a political democracy as the first order of business (as in Czechoslovakia

ln 
tsts) are the core of the interim government. Frequently, however, especially in

S.*[:t. armed force has brought them into power, interim governments de-
YErQp a dynamic that moves them away from fully free contestation. Claiming

Sr,,5--fo,t u more detailed discussion of interim governments, see Yossi Shain and Juan l. Linz, eds., IJetweett-4tes:  Inter imGovernnentsondDenrocrat icTrarosl t ions(NewYork:CambridgeUnivers i tyPress,rgg5).



revolutronary legitimacy, the provisional government may substitute occasional
plebiscites or referenda for multiparty elections. A provisional government 11,ui
begins with a nonhierarchical coup may open up an explosive situation b.car,r^
it may involve part of the state apparatus attacking another part of the state a;:
paratus, in which outcomes can vary from massive state repression to revolution
The least likely outcome in such a conflict is procedural democracy.

What can we say about state-led or regime-initiated and regime-controlled
transitions? For one thing the potential for the emergence of an interim govern_
ment is virtually absent when the regime controls the transfer of governmenl
until elections decide who should govern. This fundamental point made, we nsg4
to be aware that regime-controlled transfers can be placed along a continuum
ranging from democratica-lly disloyal to loyal. A democratically disloyal transfer
is one in which, for whatever reasons) the outgoing regime attempts to put strons
constraints on the incoming, democratically elected government by placing supi
porters of the nondemocratic regime in key state positions and by successfully in-
sisting on the retention of many nondemocratic features in the new political sys-
tem. A disloyal transfer is most likely to happen when the leaders of the outgoing
nondemocratic regime are reluctant to transfer power to democratic institutions

and the correlation of forces between the nondemocratic regime and the demo-
cratic opposition is one where the nondemocratic leaders retain substantial coer-
cive and political resources. For reasons we have already discussed, this is most
likely to happen if the prior nondemocratic government was a hierarchically con-
trolled military regime-with strong allies in civil and political soiiety, as we shall
see in the case of Chile.

I N r p R N e t r o N A L  I N F L U E N C E

The most influential and widely read publication on democratic transitions is

the four-volume work edited by Guillermo O'Donnell, Philippe C. Schmitter, and

Laurence Whitehead, Transitions from Authoritarian Rule. The cases in this study

all concerned Southern Europe and Latin America and, with the exception of

Italy, the decade of the mid-r97os to the mid-r98os. Generalizing from the expe-

riences within these spatial and temporal confines, O'Donnell and Schmitter tn

the concluding volume argue that "domestic factors play a predominant role in

the transition. More precisely, we assert that there is no transition whose begin-

ning is not the consequence-direct or indirect-of important divisions within

the authoritarian regime itself."6 Laurence Whitehead, in his valuable chapter on

6. Guillermo O'Donnell and Philippe C. Schn.ritter, Tentative Conchrsions about (Jncertain Denot'rttdcs
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, r986),19.
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ffi 11'j;t"':J#:ffT:T'Jfi :Tif#il*::'"',rur*tt*:*'x
aiolrrb "'-- ' seCondary role]'7;1,i.]i"i"1:i':'il;ii::*ri;:ffi r;11;lf;:l,Tl'ffi'jil:i:i':ffi ::':l
*,i:,'":*'f ;,[1,H;1*::il^'"'ffi f;*:;*ru#:'::ffi Jl'ii'l#Ji'l
Foreign Policies a ,. )^*

Conceptually' foreign policies-can have an influence on domestic contexts ln

verydifferent*;Tt-;%inwith'ther'eareinfactthreecategoriesofsituations
in which the use ;;;" in foreign policy actually determines outcomes that re-

latetodemocracy.First ,anondemocrat iccountrycanuseforcetooverthrowa
tess militarily p";;il;;-;ttuty g$5ither annex or occupy the countrv or in-

stall a nondemocratic puppet regime(e'g'' G:tTllt in 
!11n3stovakia 

in rs:8)'

6€:6nq, " 
nota"-lttutlt "glo""ut 

hegemon (which can be a single country or a

.trm/unity or.o,-rrriri., acti"ng collectively) can in its "outer empire" use military

force to Jeyerr. o ,.r..*rru i.mocratiring revolutionary effort to overthrow a

nondemoclgt,to;;" (e'g" Hungary in r956) or to reverse'a liberalizing Process

i:ffii;*[i;1" ,s;'s). rhiia, a democratic countrv that is a victor in a war

against a nondemocratic regime can occupy the defeated country and initiate a

democratic transition by insiallation (e'g'' Getmany and. |apan ln 
tnot)' However'

--a-7.--";"
atthougn ,or"rgrr'fo1i.i", .un have deteiminative force in the democratic transi-

tion phase, democratic consolidation in an independent country is ultimately de-

termined by domestic forces. . 1. 1
Anotherinf luenceofforeignpol icyondemocrat ictransi t ionandconsoltda-

tion concerns what we might ialiga te opening to democratic eforts' Formal or in-

formal empires, iu.g"iy."ipondini to tt.i. J*n internal and geopolitical needs'

may open u pr"uiorirfi closed gate to democratization efforts in subordinate re-

gimes. whether there will be a democratic transition or not and whether this will

tad to democratic consolidation or not is predominantly domestically deter-

mined (e.g., most of the British Empire after world war II, the Soviet bloc in East-

ern Europe in rg8g).

$tff:i:T:Jl li,i'ii;,"'iliiii;;::::i1;:';"f,:;il1:';::;':,i:,:7"," ,l'xh,:i'l':x$
Wt it.tt..a'gi"..'i.tuit"a info.*"tion about how the E'urop.un Community pla-ved a strongly supporttve
role in a.m8.."til consolidation in sourhern nu-f".1" laier works, Whitehe'rd' O'Donnel'' t:9 t:fll^

H":"'J,'*lT:l;::i,i:;"il;lj;:T'i:i*:'li;:'i"Jl;fl;Jill:;;;:::;:iij'",;:,;;tl:.i;;T;;;
4""*, tr"rii."i*-l"rr.. hdntrs university press, r99r)l and Geoffrey Pridham, ed'' Securing Democ'
'^'yt rni t"i|"iiinnl contrrt of Resime Transittott in iiuthern Europe (London: Routledge' r99o)'



llt'l
I illilliliiSubversion is another kind of policy effect. Regional hegemons (democratic 6,

nondemocratic) can play an important contributing, though seldom a.t.rrnini '
tive, role in helping to subvert a nondemocratic regin-re (e.g., U.S. forergn polic;^^
toward the Philippines in r987) or in helping to subvert democracy thut i, oppor'
ing the hegemo.'s policy preferences (e.g,, u.S foreign policy toward chifu ;tgz3).A democratic hegemon may also use its geopolitical and economi. po*,,
to thwart nondemocratic forces trying to impede a democratic transition p.o..r,
(e.g., President carter's role in reversing electoral fraud in the Dominican qs.
public in 1978).

Finally, a regional hegemon may, by a consistent policy package of meaningful
incentives and disincentives, play a major supportive (but not determinative) iqli
in helping a fledgling democracy in the region complete a democratic transition
and consolidate democracy (e.g., the coiiective foreign policy of the Eu.opean
Economic community IEEC] and especially of west Germany toward portugal
in ry71.

Zeitgekt

The concept of zeitgeist is taken from the German tradition of intellectual his-
tory and refers to the "spirit of the times." we do not believe in any variant of the
"end of history" thesis-the thesis, namely, that one ideology, such as the demo-
cratic ideology, can or will stop human efforts to respond to problems by creat-
ing alternative political visions and ideologies.8 But we do maintain that, when a
country is part of an international ideological community where democracy is
only one of many strongly contested ideologies, the chances of transiting to and
consolidating democracy are substantially less than if the spirit of the tirnes is one
where democratic ideologies have no powerful contenders. The effect of a demo-
cratically hostile or a democratically supportive zeitgeist can readily be seen when
we contrast interwar Europe with the Europe of the mid-r9zos and the r98os. In
interwar Europe, in the aftermath of the break-up of the Austro-Hungarian Ern'
pire, boundary changes emerging out of the Treaty of Versailles, and various po-
litical experiments, eleven states with little or no prior experience of an indepen-
dent democratic regime made some effort to establish democracies.e However'
the spirit of the times was one in which the democratic ideal competed with four

8. See, tbr exarrple, Francis Fukuyama, "The End of History," National Intercst r 6 (Sumnrcr r qsq ): r- I E

The return to power in Lithuania, Poland, and Hungary of reform communists as social democrats is Dut

one example of how history can evolve in new and unexpected ways. Another example is the resurg.'ncc' ln

the name of "democratic majo ritarianism," of ethnic nationalist dictatorships in prrts of the fi)r'rller 5()r'r('
Union and Yugo: lar  ia.

9. These states were Spain, ltaly, Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithu.rnia, RLrlg'rrld;
\ugoslavia, and Romania. F'or a discussion oftheir demise, see Juan l. Linz, "La crisis de las .lctttocrrct'' '
in Mercedes Cabrera, Santos Juliii, and Pablo Martin Aceria, eds., Europi en lisis, t9t9-l9t9 (MrclriJ: LLtt-

tor ia l  Pablo lg lesias,  r99z), :3r  8o.

, ^- ront€stillg ideologies in Europe, none of them democratic' Communism tn

:i *|;;;iJn *as u nouel experiment that many ,:n .1"1*:reat promise.

t'- -,-.. 
in Italy was seen by many others as a powerful contestant to both com-

ft::#and democracy. Catholicism, after the papal encyclical, Rerwn Novarum,

tn"".il,,h; of nou.l forms of corporatist and integralist movements' Finally, in

rffi $fi[***i*-***$i-{***fr
Durvr- _,_-'-f luenced by these European intellectual and ideological
ica too was strongly lrr

.*,."", as the experience of the Estado Novo under Vargas in Brazil and of Per-

onism in Argenttna snows'
""iiough J"-o.ru.y is never "overdetermined," even in the context of the most

,u-ai#. zeitgeist, by the late r97os the zeitgeist in southern Europe-indeed in

.|ii"f ,r,. *oild (*itn the important exception of a reinvigorated fundamental-

i* i, tfr. Islamic cultural community)-was such that there were no major ide-

ological contestants to democracy as a political system. To be sure, Communism

w.s"rnt.en.hed in the Soviet Union and by extension in the subordinate regimes

of ErU..r, Europe, but the pronouncement by an eminent Polish philosopher that

ihe rgOA Soviei invasion of Czechoslovakia represented the "clinical death" of

Marxist revisionism in Central and Eastern Europe proved prophetic'ro By tg77'

the issue of human rights had acquired such pan-European supPort that most of

the East European regimes became signatories to the Helsinki Accords.l l Fascism

and Nazism were thoroughly discredited after World War II, and no longer repre-

sented a pole of attraction. After Vatican II (rq6r-6:) Catholicism developed an

ideological and institutional position more amenable to democracy (if not to caP-

italism) than ever before.12 In the modern era most of the secure and successful

monarchs are now constitutional heads of state in parliamentary democracies. The

Egyptian and Peruvian military option so iltriguing in the l96os had few adher-
ents in the world by the mid-r97os. On the other hand, the I-atin American left's
experience with a new type of modern military-led bureaucratic-authoritarian
regime had contributed to a deep revalorization of democracy' not merely as a tac-
tical instrument but as a value in itsel[.r3 Thc hopes that some democrats had in
Yugoslav worker self-management as a school for democracy have been thor-

ro. Leszek Kolakowski, &fnin Currettts of Marxisrn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978)' 3: 465.
. u. For the effects on the domestic politics of East European countries antl the Soviet Union of having

stgned the Helsinki Accords,.ee Sa-uel P. Huntington, Th'e Third Vitve: Demotratizttion tn the Twcntieth
Lentury (Norman: Oklahoma University Press, r99r), esp. 85-roo.

, , ,  . rz .  ForVat ican I I  and how i r  enhanecd lhe: tatu.  ofdemorracy in l {oman Cathol ic  thcologv, :ee ( ieorgc

,wetgel, The Final Revolution: The Resistance Clrurch and the Collapse oJ Conmunism (New York: Oxford
university press. r9g2), esp. 67- / 4.
.* 

t3. The revalorization tf democrac,v by the lefi producecl a rich nerv genre of rvritings. For one such ex-

flpt..:." Francisco \\teffort, "\rvh,v f)enrocracv?" in Alfred Stepan, ed., Democratizing Brazil: Problens oJ'
transition 

and Consoli(lation (NewYork: Oxforcl Universitv Press, 1989),327-50.



oughly disappointed. In Africa, "one-party" states by the early r99os had lost al-
most all their original credibility as "mobilizing regimes" and were increasingly
disdained as "rent-seeking" formulas exploited by nondemocratic elites.

Diffusion

Zeitgeistin the world of politics refers to historical eras. But the diffusion effecs
in an international political community, especiallyin a edinmunity tightly coupled
by culture, coercive systems, and/or communication, can refer to weeks or evel
days. Law-like statements about human creations such as democracies are inher-
ently different from law-like statements in the physical sciences because no two
moments in history can be exactly alike. Human beings reflect upon previous
events and, where the events seem directly relevant to them, often consciously or
unconsciously attempt to adjust their behavior so as to achieve or avoid a com-
parable outcome. Political learning is possible. For example, after the Portuguese
revolution had exploded, a Spanish conservative leader, Manuel Fraga, expressed
some interest in playing a role in leading democratic change because he "did not
want to become the Caetano of Spain."r+ Likewise Prince fuan Carlos in Spain
was undoubtedly influenced by the Greek case, where his brother-in-law, King
Constantine, lost his throne due to his ambivalence about democracy.

More generally, we posit that the more tightly coupled a group of countries
are, the more a successful transition in a31c_-oug-!I)a_in the group will tend to
transform the range of perceived political alternatives for the rest of the group.
Indeed, as we shall see when we examine Central and Eastern Europe in t989, in-
ternational diffusion effects can change elite political expectations, crowd be-
havior, and relations of power within the regime almost overnight. For practi-
tioners and theorists alike, diffusion effects have obviously gained in salience in
the modern world owing to the revolution in communications. Today, the dra-
matic collapse of a nondemocratic regime is immediately experienced by virtu-
ally the entire population of the neighboring countries through radio and televi-
sion. This experience in turn instantly becomes a powerful new component of

domestic polit ics.ls

T H r  P o r t r r c e r  E c o N o M y  o F  L s c r r r i M e c y  A N D  o F  C o E R C T o N

What is the relationship between citizens' perception of the socioeconomic
efficacy of a regime and their perception of the legitimacy of the regime itselfl

t4. Fraga was referring to the overthrow of the post-Salazar leader of Portugal, Marcello Caetano, \' 'h,0

failed to initiate a transition. The diffusion effect here is that Spanish conservatives rapidly began to rc'car-

culate lhe costs and benef i ts  of  in i t iat ing a democrat ic  t ransi t ion.
r5. All countries discussed in this volume experienced some diffusion effects, but none more drrnatt-

cally than the countries of Central and Eastern Europe.

,r^w does the economy affect the prosPects of a transition away from a nondem-
b?l,ir- ,"*i^e? lf a transition has begun, how does the economy affect the

T^:;rof-democratic consolidation? Are democratic and nondemocratic regimes

:;n; helped by 
.sustained 

growth? Are democratic and nondemocratic re-
',lil" 

"ouully 
hurt by economic decline?

,t"'ii, ^lr"O, the well-documented correlation that there are few democracies at

.,,* L* levels of socioeconomic development and that most polities at a high

ilujf o1ro.io_"co-nomic _{evelopaglt are demo,cragies.J-9 Most of the major mod-
j,r7.-rnto; aitempts thus take place in countries at medium levels of develop-
9 r "  -

il.nt. 
gor.uer, this relationship between development and the probability of de-

-o.r..y ao.t not tell us much about when, how, and fa transition will take place

,ia U. iu...tsfully completed. Indeed, within this critical context of intermedi-

,ie l.u.tr of development we contend that it is often difficult or impossible to

make systematic statements about the effect of economics on democratization

Drocesses.lT However, if one uses an analytical framework that combines politics

and economics and focuses on legitimacy, one can make much more meaningful

statements. Certainly for transition theory, economic trends in themselves are less

important than is the perception of alternatives, system blame, and the legitimacy

}![i[ffif ;ignificant segments of the population or major institutional actors.

M-
For theoreticians and practitioners who posit a tightly coupled relationship

between the economy and regime stability, robust economic conditions would
appear supportive of any type of regime. We would argue, however, that the
proposition is theoretically and empirically indefensible. We see good theoretical
reasons why sustained economic growth could erode a nondemocratic regime.
We see no theoretical reason why sustained economic growth would erode a dem-
ocratic regime. Regime type can make a great difference. From the perspective of
political economy, we absolutely cannot formulate any valid propositions that
take the form, "under conditions of great economic prosperity there will be no in-
centives for a transition from a nondemocratic to democratic regime." This is so
precisely because many nondemocratic regimes, especially those of the statistical

.,^ 
t6'fh. classic initial formulation of this argument was Seymour Martin Lipset, "Some Social Requi-

$tcs of Democracy: Economic Development aid political Legitimacy," Americin Political Science Review

Sltd trsn), us-io5. Larry Diamond reviewed three decades 6f lite.aiu.e r"l"uant to the development/de-
mocracy debate and concluded that the evidence broadly supports the Lipset theory. See Diamond, "Eco-
nW D"u.1oO.ent and Democracy Reconsidered," in bary Marks and iarry Diamond, eds., Reexamin-
"6' uenocrary lNewbury pa rk: Sage, 199.2 ), 93_r jo.

",r,.!'Th. 
specific relationsnip belween 

".ono.ni. 
growth or economic crisis and the initiation of a tran-

i'j1l."u, of a nondemocratic regime has been the"object of considerable debate. Josd Maria Maravall, inq{utstanding 
and well-research'ed work, has analyzei this problem in great detail, with particular refer-

i"tt-ro,southe.n and Eastern Europe. We find that iris analysis cotrt"rg"r *ith our brief anilysis, which we

iill-Iitl"" independently. We o."i"ppy to refer the reader to his boo-k for the relevant evidence. See los6

ilffi,X,.,ffll,i 
os resulltatlos tie Ia tiimocracia: (Jn estutlio tiel sur y el este de Europa (Madrid: Alianza
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mode, authoritarian regimes, are originally defended by the state elite and their
core socioeconomic allies as necessary given the exceptional difficuities (e11.n
economic)  the pol i ty  faces.  Thus,  pro longed economic prosper i ty  especia l ly  in  31
authoritarian regime, may erode the basis of the regime's justification based on
exceptional circumstances. Prolonged economic success can contribute to th;
perception that the exceptional coercive measures of the nondemocratic regirnq
are no longer necessary and may possibly erode the soundness of the nelv eco-
nomic prosperity.

Prolonged economic growth may also contribute to social changes that raise
the cost of repression and thus indirectly facilitate a transition to democracy. pro-

longed economic expansion normally contributes to the growth of a middle class;
a more important and needed skil led labor force; an expansion of education;
greater contacts with other societies via television, radio, and travel; and a more
diverse range of possible protests. There is even strong evidence to indicate that,
within a territory, increases in regional wealth irrcrease citizens'expectations that
they should be well treated by the police.t8

Empirically, there are a number of cases where sustained prosperity altered re-
lations of power in favor of democratic forces. In fact, three cases in our study,
Pinochet's C\llq, Bryz1l in the early t97os, and Franco's Spain in its last twenty
years (as well as South Korea), had some of the world's highest rates of economic
growth. Spain's growth contributed to the belief of some of the core constituents
of the authoritarian regime and among the industrial elite that they could man-
age equally well in the future in a more democratic environment. The times had
changed and so did the regime.re In Brazil, the soft-line military wing announced
its liberalization program in September 1973, after five years of unprecedented
growth and before the oil crisis, soaring interest rates, and its attendant debt crr

sis. In September 1971the military felt that the economy was in excellent condi-
tion and no significant polit ical threat existed. In the absence ofthe "exceptional

circumstances" that had legitimated their coup ir-t their own eyes, they came to be-

lieve that continued authoritarian rule not only was not necessary but might con-

tribute to the autonomy of the security forces and the 'Argentinization ot

Brazlll'2o In Chile manv of the kev industrialists who had believed that Pinochet

18. For example, seven occupational groups in Franco's Spain, ranging from nrirnual laborers to thosc

in liberal professions, we." u.k"i ifth"y 
"*peited 

"equal," "b"it"r," o. "iroise" treatment by the police than

other citizens. The data were broken down according to the level of economic development of thc re\po'r'

dents' place of residence. In r9 of zr of the possible comparisons, the greater the regional economi! dcvcl-

opnl"nt, the greater thc expeitation of equal treatment by the police. 
-See 

Iuan l. Liirz, 
^'Ecological AnllysL:

un,l Suru"y Rlesearch," in Mattei Dogan an.l Stein Rokkan, eds., Quttntitartive Ecotogit,tl Analit:;is il r/rr'50-

ciol Sciences (Caurbridge: MI'I Press, t969), 9r-r3r, esp. table r, p. rr3.
r9. As Adolfo Suiirez said before he became prime minister of Spain, "Our peol.le who at the begrn rrinB

of his (Franco's) government had asked simply for bread, today ask for quality corlsumpti()n' rrrd.ttr "'-
same fashion, whereas at the beginning they wanted order, today they ask for freedom-freedom ,tt Itt""

ical association." Speech in the Cortes on June 9, 1926.
zo. Stepan, Rethi*ing Military Politics,3t j3.

Actors and Contexts

*65 indispensable 
in lg8o, by 1988 had come to believe that the risk of fair elec-

.. 
_-. to the economlc model was less than the risk of supporting Pinochet in un-

lgl:.;"t.21 In all three cases, the political economy of prosperity contributed

lii!* f.t..ltions 
about alternative futures and to lessening resistance to demo-

craicalternattlll^", ,^,""- -^,o .^..idcr dcmn )nsolidatedu'-rn 
,nurp contrast, when we consider democratizing reglmes or cc

arr"arrai.r, 
there are no theoretical reasons or empirical evidence to suPport an

l'rrun'ant that economic growth contributes to regime erosion. Of course, a "rev-

:ff i; of rising expectations" may create new demands on democratic govern-

Ir]n,r, Uo, it cannot attack their raison d'6tre. Indeed, if a regime is based on

,'ii'j""Ur. legitimacy of democratic procedures and socioeconomic efficacy, the

;;; of a }undamental regime alternative (given the absence of a "stateness"

pr"ilr.nll being raised by a significant group in society is empirically negligible.

Severe economtc problems affect democratic and nondemocratic regimes, es-

oecially authoritarian ones, very differently. There are good theoretical reasons

liy,nurp economic decline (say five years of continuous negative growth) will

alversellaffect stability in both democratic and nondemocratic regimes, but it

will affett the latter substantially more. Modern nondemocratic (especially au-

thoritarian) regimes are often heavily dependent on their performance claimsbul

are Fot bolstelg.d by procedural claims deriving from their democratic status'

fheilleadi"i to porit therefore that a democratic regime has two valuable

sources of insulation from sustained economic downturn not available to a non-

democratic regime: its claim to legitimacy based on its origin and the fact that

elections are always on the horizon and hold the prospect of producing an alter-

native socioeconomic program and an alternative government without a regime

change. This means that most new democracies have about eight years of breath-

ing space-four years or so for the initial government and four years or so for an

alternative government.
This theory-based assumption gains strong empirical support from data com-

piled by Fernando Limongi and Adam Przeworqki. In their study of South Amer-
ica between 1945 and 1988, they found that the probability that a nondemocratic
regime would survive three consecutive years of negative growth was 33 percent,
whereas the probability that a democratic regime would survive three years of neg-
ative growth was Z3 percent. More dramatically, their data show that no nondem-
ocratic regime survived more than three years of consecutive negative growth,
whereas the probability that a democratic regime would survive four or five years
ot consecutive negative growth was 5/ percent and 5o percent respectively.22

Let us return to our argument concerning economics and the politics ol alter-

o^ 21. See the interview with one of the leaders of a major business interest group in Chile, in Alfred
Itepan,"The 

Last Days ofPinochet?" New York Review ofBooks (June z, 1988):13.

, -  zz.  Fernando Limongi  l1d Adam Przewor.k i .  " f )emocracy anr l  Developmcnt in South America.
1945-1988" (University o['Chicaqo, C)ctober zZ, r99-t, unpublished m:rnuscript).
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natives and system blame in nondemocracies and in democracies. If the political
situation is such that there is no strong perception of a possible alternative, a nqr_
democratic regime can often continue to rule by coercion. However, when the be_
lief grows that other alternatives are possible (as well as preferable), the political
economy of legitimacy and coercion changes sharply. If the coercive capacity of
the nondemocratic regime decreases (due say to internal dissent or the with-
drawal of vital external guarantees), then the political economy of prolonged
stagnation can contribute to the erosion of the regime. It is not changes in the
economy, but changes in politics, that trigger regime erosion-that is, the e/ecrs
of a poor economy often have to be mediated by political change.

The question of system blame is also crucial for the fate of democracies. As we
have discussed elsewhere, the economic crisis of interwar Europe was as intense
in countries such as the Netherlands and Norway (which did not break dorvn)
as in Germany and Austria (which did break down). Indeed,3o,ooo Dutch work-
ers in 1936 went to work in Germany because the Dutch economy was in worse
condition than the German economy. What made the crisis of the economy a cri-
sis of the political system in Germany and Austria was that strong groups on the
right and the left had regime alternatives in mind and thus attacked the regime.
Politically motivated system blame, more than the economic crisis per se, caused
the German and Austrian breakdowns.23

The key question for the democracies is whether their citizens believe that, in
the circumstances, the democratic government is a doing a credible job in trying
to overcome economic problems. It is important to stress that the political econ-
omy of legitimacy will produce severe and perhaps insoluble challenges to dem-
ocratic consolidation in those cases where the democratic system itself is judged
to be incapable of producing a program to overcome the economic crisis.

To summarize,what can and cannot we say about transition theory and the
political economy of legitimacy? Theory and the Limongi-Przeworski data indi-
cate that consecutive years of negative growth lessen the chance of either a non-
democratic or a democratic regime's surviving. Thus, a country that is experi-
encing positive growth, other things being equal, has a better chance to

consolidate democracy than a country that is experiencing negative growth. This
said, the theory and the data also indicate that a democratic regime has more in-

sulation from economic difficulty than does a nondemocratic regine. The ques-

13. For a more detailed development of this argument with supporting data, sec Juan J. Linz arrd ,\lired
Stepan, "Political Crafting of Democratic Consolidation or Destruction: European ar.rd South Amertcan
Comparisons," in Robert A. Pastor, ed., Denocracy in the Atnericas: Stopping the Pmdulum (New York:

Holmes and N{eyer, 1989),4r-6r. We are indebted to Eklart Zimmerman fbr his pioneering studies ol tn-

terwar Europe. See Zimmerman, "Government Stability in Six European Countries during the \!brld Eco-

nomic Crisis of the r93os: Some Preliminary Cor.rsiderationsl' European lountal of Political Researclt t5, ttt:

t (t987):4*52 and Zimmerman, "Economic and Political Reactions to the World Economic Crises o[ the

r93os: Six European Countries," paper presented for the Mid-West Political Science Association (lonrerr-

tion, Chicago, April ro-rz, r986.

tionorwS,tSttiili:lT3*i"T::','.#il:Tj"#:ixTi:ff ,Tlt';::J:?
Germat'IfI svstem blame and mass-elite perceptions about the desirability of

ryi:#iiri:;i lalternatives. The question is thus one of relationships. It is theo-
o##-i;rrrible, and indeed has occurred, that a newly democratizing regime

lll#t i..6ne in cirizen perceptions of democracy's socioeconomic efficacy ar
ti,J"**;r;tthat their.belief that"democracy is the best possible political system

for, aoontty likeours" i ncreases'24

In those cases, nowever, where the citizens come to believe that the democratic

*rr'"i'rut| rs compounding the economic problem or is incapable of defining

l'"ii*of.*.nting a credible strategy of economic reform' system blame will

:::";;;;;^rut. ih. political effect of economic hard times' More importantly,

li""lrff.rtses will tend to lead to democratic breakdown in those cases where

""*.-rn 
r-gt.ups outside or-more fatally-inside the government increasingly

ffiifru,"nondemocratic 
alternatives of rule are the only solution to the eco-

nomic crisis.'--i; 

" 
situation where the crisis is permanent, after at least one democratic al-

ternation of government, and where a reasonable argument can be made that the

d.*o.ruti. p."otitlcat actors are incapable or unwilling to search for solutions and

.u.n.o-po,.rnd the problems by such actions as infighting and corruption, key

actors wili search for alternatives. But alternatives might not be available' Key ac-

tors'previous experience with alternatives might have been equally or more un-

attractive. In such circumstances, many of these actors might resign themselves to

a poorly performing democracy. Such resignation may not prevent crises' up-

heavats, ana attempied local coups but is not conducive to regime change. But it

certainly makes consolidation difficult and can even deconsolidate a democracy'

C o N s r t r u r t o N - M e r t N G  E N V I R o N T ' l E N T S

A neglected aspect of democratic transition and consolidation concerns the

comparitive anufysi. of the contexts in which constitutional formulas are

adopted o. retained. Without attempting to review all possible variations, let us

limpty mention six very different possible constitution-making contexts and/or
formulas and indicate what problems they present for democratic transition and
democratic consolidation. We move from those contexts and formulas that pre-

.. .4: In Linz and Stepan, "political Crafting of Democratic Consolidation or Destruction," 44, we note

::l 
d:rling a p;;il (-i;-r;rj'.i.i.i"g 

"."""rployment, 
inflation, recession, and terrorism the Spanish

citit.nt U"ii"fin tfr. .f6.".r.fa...,-,. craiy tlectiied'by 25 percentage points in national polls while the be-
rreftttat democralv-** i["i.r, politicrl .yrt"n for a countr,v like Spain increased.by 5 percentage points
n the same o.;;;. i;" k;; imoiication is that the citizenry did roi b"li"u.' despite the economic prob-
'ems' that any alternativc political svstem wa\ preferahle.
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sent the most confining conditions for democratic consolidation in an existing
state to those that present the least.2s

r. The retention of a constitution created by an nondemocratic regime will
reserve domains and difficult amendment procedures. These confining condi_
tions may be the price the outgoing nondemocratic regime is able to extract for
yielding formal control of the state apparatus. However, if this constitulion de.iure
enshrines nondemocratic "reserve domains" insisted upon by the outgoing non-
democratic power-holders, then the transition by our definition cannot be com-
pleted until these powers are removed. If the constitution has very difficult
amendment procedures this will further complicate the process of democratic
transition and consolidation. In this book Chile is the clearest case.

z. The retention of a "paper" constitution which has unexpected destabilizing
and paralyzing consequences when used under more electorally competitive con-
ditions. Some nondemocratic constitutions may enshrine a very elaborate set of
decision-rules, procedures, and rights that had no effect on the operation of the
nondemocratic regime because the constitution was a fiction. However, in more
electorally competitive circumstances, this constitution can take on a life of its own
that may make it almost impossible to arrive at democratically binding decisions.
In such cases, the constitution can help destroy the state and should be changed ex-
tremely quickly before its perverse consequences have this paralyzing effect. The
most important instances of this type of constitution are found in the Soviet-type,
federal constitutions in the former U-SSR, Yugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia.

3. The creation by a provisional government of a constitution with some de
jure nondemocratic powers. Even when the old nondemocratic regime is de-

stroyed and many new policies are passed, a democratic transition itself cannot

be completed unless the nondemocratic components of the constitution crafted

by the provisional government are eliminated, as we shall see in the case of Por-

tugal. Even when these nondemocratic clauses are eliminated, the origin of the

constitution in a provisional government may hurt democratic consolidation be-

cause of its inappropriateness or weak societal acceptance.

4. The use of constitution created under highly constraining circumstances

reflecting the de facto power of nondemocratic institutions and forces' Such a

constitution may be formally democratic and thus consistent with a transition

25. Some indispensable sources on constitutions and clemocracy are Jon Elster an<1 Rune Sleg'tr'l ',cdr"

Constitutionalism antl Democracy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988); Dougl.rs Grsglr[rcr$;

Stanley N. Katz, Melanie Beth Oliveira, and Steven C. Wheatly, eds., Constitutionalism anrl l)ctttrt'-rttc''

Transitions in the Contemporlry \lorld (NewYork: Oxford University Press, r993); Bruce Ackernr'ttl ' r"'

Future of Liberal Revolution (New Haven: Yale University Press, r99z); A. E. Dick Howard, ed., Constittt.t.i)tl

Muking in Eastern Europe (washington: Woodrow Wilson C"nt.i ir".., r993); and the East Ean'f"rrl (' ',-

stitutiinal Review published quartirly since r99z by the Center for the Study of Constitutionalism in t 15'-

ern Europe at the University ofChi.ogo Law School in partnership rvith the Central European Universitf'

ping cornpleted, but democratic consolidation may be hampered because a con-
D""i"ia constituent assembly, while believing that other institutional arrange-
tjt#;;r. 

more appropriate for the creation and consolidation of democratic

liili, ,n., be di facto prevented from selecting them. To some extent Brazil is
y"- ._^-r^
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. The restoration of a previous democratic constitution. This formula pre-

.rJ., u po,.ntiatly divisive debate about constitutional alternatives and is often

ffff by ,"d"-o.r atizingpolities for reasons of speed, conflict avoidance, and

,r,. a.rir. to call upon some legacies of historic legitimacy. It should be pointed

oui,L*.u"" that simple restoration presents two potential problems for demo-

Iirii. .onrotidation. First, when the polity has undergone Sreat changes during

ii. uutnoriturian interlude, it is possible that a new constitutional arrangement

would in fact be more appropriate for democratic consolidation. Second' restora-

tion also assumes that the political procedures and institutions of the old consti-

iution hau. played no role whatsoever in the democratic breakdown. When the

old democratic arrangements have in fact contributed to democratic breakdown,

restoration precludes an historic opportunity to construct new and improved

arrangements with different procedures and symbols. Uruguay and Argentina are

cases worth analyzing from this perspective.

6. -Free-arrd consensual constitution-making. This occurs when democrati-

cally eleiib?iepresentatives come togethert"o deliberate freely and to forge the

new constitutional arrangements they consider most appropriate for the consol-

idation of democracy in their polity. The c-onstituent assembly ideally should
avoid a partisan constitution approved only by a "temporary majority" that leads
a large minority to put constitutional revisions on the agenda, thereby making
consolidation of democratic institutions more difficult. The optimal formula is
one in which decisions about issues of potentially great divisiveness and intensity
are arrived at in a consensual rather than a majoritarian manner and in which the
work of the constiiuent assembly gains further legitimacy by being approved in a
popular qeferendum that sets the democratic context in which further changes,

){, ut devolution (if these are to be considered), take place.26 In this book only
Gipain$ts this patrern.
\-/
,. .In the rest of this book we examine how the interplay of our arenas, such as po-
Itttcal society, rule of law and economic society, and our variables, such as regime
\rpe, stateness, and those discussed in this chapter, affected the processes oftran-
sltlon to democracy and the consolidation of democracy in three different so-
ciopolitical (and geographic) regions of the world-southern Europe, the South-
ern Core of t-atirlarierica, and post-Communist L,urope.

*^ 
t6' Fo. un argument in favor of consensual constitutions produced and ratified by nationwide debates,xeAckerman, 

fh, Furup of I il,erat Rcvoltttiott,46 6g.


